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Abstract

This master thesis investigates and evaluates how a temporal component can help
anti-aliasing with reduction of general spatial aliasing, preservation of thin ge-
ometry and how to get temporal stability in dynamic computer generated worlds.
Of spatial aliasing, geometric aliasing is in focus but shading aliasing will also be
discussed. Two temporal approaches are proposed. One of the methods utilizes
the previous frame while the other method uses four previous frames. In order
to do this an efficient way of re-projecting pixels are needed so this thesis deals
with that problem and its consequences as well. Further, the results show that
the way of taking and accumulating samples in these proposed methods show
improvements that would not have been affordable without the temporal compo-
nent for real-time applications. Thin geometry is preserved up to a degree but the
proposed methods do not solve this problem for the general case. The temporal
methods’ image quality are evaluated against conventional anti-aliasing methods
subjectively, by a survey, and objectively, by a numerical method not found else-
where in anti-aliasing reports. Performance and memory consumption are also
evaluated. The evaluation suggests that a temporal component for anti-aliasing
can play an important role in increasing image quality and temporal stability
without having a substantial negative impact of the performance with less mem-
ory consumed.
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1
Introduction

Here, an introduction of this master thesis project will follow in four sections.

1.1 Motivation

Aliasing has been a known problem for computer generated worlds and scenes for
decades. The signals that need to be sampled in computer graphics are typically
not band-limited and they often contain arbitrarily large frequencies. Therefore
some amount of aliasing is unavoidable, and sampling by regular grids empha-
sizes these artifacts. This aliasing can either occur as spatial aliasing, caused by
insufficient sampling of the scene, or temporal aliasing, caused by insufficient
sampling in time. These two types of aliasing, spatial and temporal, are subjects
that have engaged a lot of people in the computer graphics community and the
way to battle these problems is called anti-aliasing, abbreviated aa.

Before, conventional anti-aliasing methods altered the graphics pipeline when
rendering a scene. Then some years ago, in 2009, MLAA [47], morphological
anti-aliasing, was introduced and that opened a new door for how anti-aliasing
could be implemented and integrated into the pipeline. That method was the
first so called post-processing method, which means that the rendering pipeline
of the scene is left unaltered and the anti-aliasing is instead carried out on the
final frame with image processing algorithms.

In later days another type of methods have gained popularity in the graphics
community, and that is temporal methods. These methods add an extra dimen-
sion to the anti-aliasing algorithms, time. The main idea is to reuse previously
calculated samples to reduce computational costs and to gain temporal stability
without having a negative impact on the quality of the anti-aliasing. Already in

1



2 1 Introduction

the early eighties methods for temporal anti-aliasing surfaced but due to hard-
ware limitations these methods was not suited for real-time rendering and they
never gained much popularity [15],[8]. But with new hardware this has changed
and some of the latest additions to the anti-aliasing methods are those dealing
with time as a parameter in order to reduce temporal aliasing as well as spatial.

At the annual SIGGRAPH1 conference there are often courses involving anti-
aliasing and there are still a lot of new methods presented. And even if there
already exists a lot of anti-aliasing methods there is still room for improvement.
Both for methods involving pre-processing and post-processing and also for tem-
poral methods.

With this said, a timely approach would be to consider a temporal parameter in
order to further stabilize and optimize anti-aliasing.

1.2 Aim

Since aliasing in computer generated scenes has been an issue for a long time and
still remains a relevant issue today, this thesis aim to reduce its effects by utilizing
a relatively new approach, the temporal approach, and investigate its advantages
and disadvantages to other non-temporal methods.

1.3 Problem definition

Here follows the definitions of known problems this thesis addresses and the
problem formulation following thereof that the two proposed methods intend to
reduce.

1.3.1 Temporal aliasing

A computer generated scene can be seen as a three-dimensional (x,y,z) time vary-
ing continuous signal (4D, (x,y,z,t)) that has to be sampled frequently enough in
time in order to be perceived as continuous on a screen. If this signal is insuf-
ficiently sampled in time temporal aliasing will occur and can then be seen as
flickering and crawling of edge aliasing and jumping of objects with high veloci-
ties. The so called wagon-wheel effect is a typical example where a fast rotating
wheel seems to be spinning backwards due to low frame rates. See Section 2.1 for
more details.

1.3.2 Spatial aliasing

Jagged edges, so called jaggies, or staircase edges are a typical example of spatial
aliasing. These artifacts occur when the signal contains frequencies above half
the sampling frequency, the Nyquist frequency. A signal that has been sampled
can only be reconstructed for frequency components up to half the sampling rate

1Annual computer graphics conference, http://www.siggraph.org/

http://www.siggraph.org/


1.4 Delimitations 3

and will otherwise cause aliasing, as stated by the sampling theorem. The sam-
pling theorem is described in more detail in Section 2.1.

Also, thin geometry is a major concern in computer generated scenes. At certain
distances it may appear as clipped, noncontinuous disconnected dots and it ob-
viously suffers from jaggies as well. This behavior occurs when thin geometry
needs to be represented less than a pixel wide on screen. If there are not a suffi-
cient number of samples, parts of the object or the object itself gets aliased. There
are techniques that deals with this kind of problem for objects that have a radius,
for example phone-wire anti-aliasing by Emil Persson [37]. But in the general
case of thin geometry, not necessarily round objects like wires, this method can
not be used without modification. What has been described so far is spatial alias-
ing in the form of geometric aliasing. For further information about aliasing see
Section 2.1.

1.3.3 Problem formulation

The previously described problems ultimately boils down to three questions:

• How to reduce temporal aliasing in computer generated scenes?

• How to reduce spatial aliasing in computer generated scenes?

• How to deal with thin geometry?

And these three questions have one common denominator: How to do this with
the help of a temporal component?

1.4 Delimitations

Some delimitations have been made to narrow the scope of this thesis and they
are listed below.

• Implementation only in a test environment
The temporal anti-aliasing algorithms are implemented in a test environ-
ment where also the existing aa methods from the game Just Cause 3 by
Avalanche Studios are integrated. The final temporal methods are not in-
tegrated in the game and thus not tested in a real computer game. Such
integration would have taken too much time and is not necessary, but nev-
ertheless interesting, for the evaluation of the methods.

• No Subpixel Morphological Anti-Aliasing (No SMAA)
Not all aa methods from Just Cause 3, and Mad Max, are integrated in the
test environment. SMAA will be left out due to time limitations and for the
fact that it did not work properly in Just Cause 3. The methods that are
integrated from the games are FXAA (3.4), FXAA (CS) (3.4.1) and MSAA
(3.2) of various order.

• Shading aliasing not a focus
The focus of this thesis is will not be to reduce shading aliasing but instead
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how to reduce geometric aliasing and temporal aliasing.

• Focus on computer arhcitecture and not consoles
The implementation will be concentrated to Windows operating systems
and DirectX 11 (DX11) and will not work on other systems.

• No discussion of ethical and social aspects
The work of this thesis in a wider perspective will not be discussed since
there are no clear ethical and social aspects related to the work to deal with.



2
Fundamental theory

This chapter explains aliasing, other relevant concepts in computer graphics and
the graphics pipeline.

2.1 Aliasing

First and foremost, a brief description of signal and sampling theory will be pre-
sented before dealing with the intended subject, aliasing in computer generated
scenes.

Consider a continuous one dimensional band-limited signal in the time domain,
x(t), that is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain, F {x(t)} = X(f ). See
Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1: 1The band-limited signal X(f ) in the frequency domain.

The signal X(f ) is band-limited by the bandwidth B and in order to sample this

1Image created by Editor at Large (Ayelie) of Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bandlimited.svg

5
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6 2 Fundamental theory

signal for complete reconstruction the sampling rate has to be at least twice the
bandwidth, fs ≥ 2B. This condition is called the Nyquist criterion, the sampling
rate fs = 2B is called the Nyquist rate [ samplessecond ] and fs

2 = B is called the Nyquist
frequency [ 1

second = Hz] [49], [44]. This is formulated in a theorem called the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, often referred to as just the sampling the-
orem [10]. An example of the signal in Figure 2.1 sufficiently sampled can be
found beneath in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: 2The spectrum of X(f ) sufficiently sampled. A box filter (lowpass
filter) can reconstruct the original spectrum.

If the sampling rate is less than twice the bandwidth, fs < 2B, the behavior in
Figure 2.3 will be the case and it is referred to as aliasing. The consequence of
this insufficient sampling is that the original signal can not be completely recon-
structed.

2 Image created by Robert Bristow-Johnson for use in Wikimedia commons, https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ReconstructFilter.png

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ReconstructFilter.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ReconstructFilter.png


2.1 Aliasing 7

Figure 2.3: 3The spectrum of X(f ) insufficiently sampled. The original spec-
trum cannot be reconstructed and an aliased signal is instead the result.

Thus, aliasing will occur for those frequencies of a signal above the Nyquist fre-
quency. The sampling theorem can be generalized into multiple dimensions so
the above also applies for two dimensional signals like images, three dimensional
signals and four dimensional signals which can be found in computer graphics.
So how does aliasing take form in computer generated scenes?

Aliasing has been a known problem for computer generated scenes for decades
and it can either occur as spatial aliasing or temporal aliasing [15], which is
caused by insufficient sampling in the spatial (space) domain [34] or by insuf-
ficient sampling in the temporal (time) domain [50], respectively.

In the spatial domain aliasing arises in areas where the content has high fre-
quency components, typically at edges and other fast transitions. It could be fur-
ther categorized into geometric aliasing and shading aliasing. Geometric aliasing
occurs at object edges relative to the rest of the scene and shading aliasing occurs
within these edges, typically in textures [14]. In these aliasing prone areas the
frequencies above the Nyquist frequency will result in aliasing artifacts. This is
called spatial aliasing and the artifacts are often seen as staircase edges or jagged
edges, often referred to as "jaggies". Spatial aliasing in the form of shading alias-
ing appear when a pattern, in a texture for example, is sampled too sparse. When
the pattern is a repeated pattern, something referred to as Moiré pattern will be
the result of insufficient sampling [34]. See Figure 2.4 for an example.

3See footnote 2.
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Figure 2.4: 4Spatial aliasing (shading aliasing): Moiré pattern of a tiled floor
texture.

Thin geometry is also of major concern when it comes to spatial aliasing. At
certain distances, thin geometry may appear as clipped, noncontinuous discon-
nected parts. This behavior occurs when thin geometry needs to be represented
less than a pixel wide on screen. See Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Spatial aliasing (thin geometry problem): A sampled line that
will be represented as disconnected parts.

There are not a sufficient number of samples so parts of the object or the object
itself gets aliased. This is also the case for small objects or fine details, usually
far away, as they get sampled away, either totally or just partially. An example of
how this can happen is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

4Image created by Loisel at English Wikipedia, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Aliased.png

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aliased.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aliased.png


2.1 Aliasing 9

Figure 2.6: Spatial aliasing (lost details problem): An object gets completely
sampled away.

See Figure 2.7 for examples of different kinds of spatial aliasing in a computer
generated scene from the game Just Cause 35.

Figure 2.7: Spatial aliasing: Jaggies (blue rectangle), thin geometry lost
(green rectangle) and fine details lost (red rectangle). No anti-aliasing is
applied here.

Temporal aliasing is, as mentioned above, the cause of insufficient sampling in
time. If a scene has rapidly moving objects the movement will have a stilted,
jumpy, appearance if the time interval between frames are large, i.e. at low frame
rates [15]. For example, a wheel with spokes will appear to spin backwards, in

5http://avalanchestudios.com/just-cause-3/

http://avalanchestudios.com/just-cause-3/


10 2 Fundamental theory

the wrong direction, due to this kind of insufficient sampling in time. This effect
is called the wagon-wheel effect [6].

In computer graphics, flickering and crawling, often referred to as crawlies, are
also examples of temporal aliasing. Flickering arises when graphic effects, like for
example lighting, change in time due to movement and for other rapid changes.
Crawlies on the other hand arises when spatial aliasing change position in time.
It can be seen for static objects when the camera moves and for moving objects
when the camera is static etc., i.e. for dynamic scenes. Parts of these objects will
seem to flicker due to effects changing, and spatial aliasing will be crawling along
edges [34].

2.2 Concepts

Important concepts and definitions are explained in this section.

2.2.1 Coordinate systems in DirectX11

The pixel coordinate system is defined in Figure 2.8, for a 5x5 pixel area, and the
origin of a render target is defined at the upper-left corner [19].

Figure 2.8: 6Pixel coordinate system in DirectX 11. The bottom-right corner
coordinate is the width and height of the render target, here (5, 5).

The texel coordinate system is defined in Figure 2.9, for a 5x5 texel area, and the
origin of a texture is defined at the upper-left corner [19].

6 Image from Microsoft: [19]
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Figure 2.9: 7Texel coordinate system in DirectX11. The bottom-right corner
coordinate is the width and height of the texture, here (5, 5).

2.2.2 Full-screen vertex shader

An important method when implementing post-processing techniques in com-
puter graphics is the full-screen vertex shader pass. Most of the post-processing
techniques work on images with the same size as the viewport and most of the
work is carried out in the pixel shader. Nevertheless one needs a vertex shader
pass. A full-screen pass could either be done as a full-screen quad or as a full-
screen triangle. The most effective is the full-screen triangle since it will not have
the diagonal geometric edge over the render target as a full-screen quad will have.
In the case of a full-screen quad, the rasterizer lose effectiveness as it works with
2x2 pixel quads which leads to that the shading will be doubled along the diag-
onal geometric edge. The performance gain is not that large for full-screen high
resolution passes, but for smaller render targets the gain can be much larger.

A quad can perfectly fit in the area [-1, -1]x[1, 1] of the normalized projection
window but when using a triangle the size of the triangle has to be larger to cover
the same area. See Figure 2.10.

7See footnote 6
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Figure 2.10: Full screen traingle in vertex shader.

The areas outside the region [-1, -1]x[1, 1] will be clipped during rasterization so
this will give the same result as the quad. With the help of Figure 2.10 the code
in Listing 2.1 showing the vertex shader is self-explanatory.

VS_OUT main(VS_IN In)
{
VS_OUT Out;

// Produce a fullscreen triangle
Out.Pos.x = (In.VertexID == 0) ? 3.0f : -1.0f;
Out.Pos.y = (In.VertexID == 2) ? 3.0f : -1.0f;
Out.Pos.zw = 1.0f;

Out.TexCoord = Out.Pos.xy * float2(0.5, -0.5) + 0.5;

return Out;
}

Listing 2.1: Vertex shader for producing a full-screen triangle.

This is based on [3] and explanations by Emil Persson, the supervisor at Avalanche
Studios.

2.2.3 The depth buffer

Here some depth buffer techniques are presented.

Reversed depth buffer

All details will not be explained here but using a reversed depth buffer will in-
crease precision for depth comparisons at large distances, which normally is a
problem. What a reversed depth buffer means is that the near and far plane have
changed values, i.e. the depth buffer value for the near plane will be 1 and for the
far plane it will be 0 instead of near plane = 0 and far plane = 1. A reverse depth
buffer is implemented by reversing the clip space and it is done by constructing a
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projection matrix where the near and far planes have changed position. Another
important consequence of this is that the depth test has to be switched from LESS
to GREATER for culling to work in the same way [38].

As stated by Emil Persson in a talk at SIGGRAPH 2012 [38]: "With a reversed
projection matrix the math will mostly operate in a range that is much more
comfortable for floats, i.e. close to zero, and the rasterizer is given more precise
values as inputs. This is also why flipping the depth range should be done with
the projection matrix, not with the viewport, because at that point it is already
too late."

The largest precision gain is achieved for floating point depth buffers but the
precision of a fixed point depth buffer is also improved.

This kind of reversed depth buffer is used throughout the implementation.

Linear and non-linear depth

The depth buffer (or z-buffer) stores non-linear depth and it is often desirable to
have linear depth for different depth tests. Fortunately, it is possible to extract
linear depth from the depth buffer by utilizing knowledge about the perspective
projection matrix. Take a look at the following derivation.

Consider a vertex position in view space, pvs = [xvs, yvs, zvs, 1]. If this position is
transformed into projection space the result is

pvs ·Mprojection =

= [xvs, yvs, zvs, 1] ·


Cf ov · r 0 0 0

0 Cf ov 0 0
0 0 A 1
0 0 B 0

 =

= [xvs ·Cf ov · r, yvs ·Cf ov , zvs ·A + B, zvs] =

= pps = [xps, yps, zps, wps] (2.1)

where Cf ov =
cos( α2 )
sin( α2 ) = 1

tan( α2 ) and α is the field of view (FOV) angle in radians.

Further, r = height
width is the ratio of the height and width of the viewport. Note that

the aspect ratio is defined as rar = width
height . The constants A and Bwill be explained

shortly.

After the projection transformation in Eq. 2.2.3 both the z- and w-component
in pps is linear. The z-component is a linear combination of A and B while the
w-component is the linear depth in view space, zvs. Then the perspective divide
is performed to get normalized device coordinates (NDC), i.e. pps is divided by

wps to form pndc. The z-component of pndc is then
zps
wps

= zvs ·A+B
zvs

with values in

the interval [0, 1], and the expression is clearly not linear. This non-linear depth
expression containing the linear depth is written to the depth buffer and can be
denoted by zw (z over w). This lead to the following equation:
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zvs ·A + B
zvs

= zw ⇐⇒ A +
B
zvs

= zw ⇐⇒

zvs =
B

zw − A
⇐⇒ zvs =

1

zw · 1
B −

A
B

(2.2)

From this A and B are chosen such that zw = 0 maps to the near plane distance,
near, and that zw = 1 maps to the far plane distance, f ar, as the linear depth
w = zvs. These conditions give A = f ar

f ar−near and B = −near · f ar
f ar−near . And the final

projection matrix is then

Mprojection =


1

tan( α2 ) · heightwidth 0 0 0

0 1
tan( α2 ) 0 0

0 0 f ar
f ar−near 1

0 0 −near · f ar
f ar−near 0


(2.3)

These calculations lead to a function for extracting the linear depth from the
depth buffer value, the near plane distance and the far plane distance and it can
be found below in Listing 2.2.

float LinearizeDepth(float z_over_w, float near, float far)
{
float w = 1.0f / (z_over_w * (1.0f/far - 1.0f/near) + 1.0f/near);
return w;

}

Listing 2.2: The LinearizeDepth function.

Note however that if a reversed depth buffer is used, i.e. the far and near plane
have switched positions in the projection matrix, the near and far in the function
above need to switch positions as well.

This section is based on a DirectX book by Frank D. Luna [17], information from
the company supervisor, Emil Persson, as well as code from Avalanche Studios
and a blog post from Nvidia [46].

2.2.4 Matrix multiplications/transformations

Matrix multiplications are used to transform coordinates from one coordinate
system to another. These transformations include scaling, translation, rotation,
perspective projection etc. The transformation matrices are 4x4 in size and the
coordinates to transform are in homogeneous coordinates, i.e. 4D vectors.

These matrices can either be represented as row matrices or as column matrices,
which means that they transform column vectors or row vectors, respectively.
Mathematicians tend to prefer column vectors (Eq. 2.4) and when it comes to
computer graphics, OpenGL uses that definition as well while DirectX math li-
braries uses the opposite, row vectors (Eq. 2.5). A consequence of this is that the
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transformation matrices differ too.


m00 m01 m02 m03
m10 m11 m12 m13
m20 m21 m22 m23
m30 m31 m32 m33

 ·


x
y
z
1

 (2.4)

[x, y, z, 1] ·


m00 m01 m02 m03
m10 m11 m12 m13
m20 m21 m22 m23
m30 m31 m32 m33

 (2.5)

For example, a translation in the x-, y- and z-direction is represented in the m03,
m13 and m23 matrix elements, respectively, for a column major matrix. The same
translation for a row major matrix can be found in the m30, m31 and m32 matrix
elements, respectively. In other words, a column major transformation matrix is
the same as a transposed row major transformation matrix.

However, one thing is the same between these APIs. On the GPU side of things
(shader programming) both GLSL (OpenGL Shading Language) and HLSL (High-
Level Shading Language, used in conjunction with DirectX) default to using col-
umn major matrices. This can in HLSL be changed to row major with the pack_matrix
pragma directive. If this change is not performed for the case where row major
matrices are used on the CPU side, the matrices must be transposed before they
are sent to the GPU’s memory in order to get the correct transformations.

Two other concepts that concern matrix multiplication order are pre-multiplying
and post-multiplying. In the case of row major matrices, pre-multiplying often
mean multiplying on the left of the target matrix and the transformation of the
left matrix will then be applied first. For column major matrices, pre-multiplying
is done to the right of the target matrix. The other variant, post-multiplying, is
more seldom used for normal transformations and are of course the opposite of
pre-multiplying when it comes to implementation. For example, multiplying a
translation matrix, column major matrix, to a target projection matrix, column
major as well, in a post-multiply manner will result in

Mtranslation ·Mprojection =

=


1 0 0 tx
0 1 0 ty
0 0 1 tz
0 0 0 1

 ·


Cf ov · r 0 0 0

0 Cf ov 0 0
0 0 A B
0 0 1 0

 =

=


Cf ov · r 0 tx 0

0 Cf ov ty 0
0 0 A + tz B
0 0 1 0


(2.6)
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If the multiplication instead is done in a pre-multiply manner the result is

Mprojection ·Mtranslation =

=


Cf ov · r 0 0 0

0 Cf ov 0 0
0 0 A B
0 0 1 0

 ·


1 0 0 tx
0 1 0 ty
0 0 1 tz
0 0 0 1

 =


Cf ov · r 0 0 Cf ov · r · tx

0 Cf ov 0 Cf ov · ty
0 0 A A · tz + B
0 0 1 tz


(2.7)

which is clearly not the same. In the DirectX framework used for implementation
the matrices are column major and for the shader programming with HLSL the
default setting of column major matrices is used. This section is based on [1], [30]
[12], [23] and also [17].

2.2.5 Luminance vs. luma

In color science, true CIE8 luminance is denoted Y and is formed as a weighted
sum of linear RGB components. But in digital imaging and computer graphics
an approximation of the Principle of Constant Luminance is instead implemented.
This approximation of luminance should correctly be entitled luma, denoted Y’,
and is formed as a weighted sum of non-linear R’G’B’ components where ’ de-
notes gamma correction. The weights for the conversion to luma or luminance
are the same, just the components linear properties differ. Below in Eq. 2.8 is one
of the definitions of how to convert non-linear R’G’B’ components to luma [43].

Y ′ = 0.299R′ + 0.587G′ + 0.114B′ (2.8)

It should be noted that the conversion weights differ depending on which color
space the components are converted to. The commonly used Y ′CBCR color space
has the weights above, which is used for digital video [43].

2.2.6 Interpolation/resampling

Interpolation when dealing with digital images is a method of constructing new
data points within the range of a discrete grid of known data points. These known
data points are obtained by sampling the continuous signal in question. It could
for example be an outdoor scene sampled by a digital camera or a computer gener-
ated scene sampled by the GPU. In digital image processing and computer graph-
ics it is in some applications desired to extract sub-sample, or sub-pixel, informa-
tion and use it to change the appearance of the image, to re-sample. Two such
applications are resizing and anti-aliasing. To get this sub-pixel information one
need to interpolate the already known values. There are numerous methods for

8French: Commission internationale de l’éclairage, English: International Commission on Illumi-
nation
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interpolation and they can for example differ in the amounts of contributing sam-
ples and thus produce different results [18]. Here is an explanation of how two
common methods work that will be frequently used by the anti-aliasing methods
in this thesis.

Linear interpolation/resampling

If two neighboring samples, with associated values, are known and it is desired
to get a value at some sub-sample position in between these, linear interpolation
can be used.

Figure 2.11: Linear interpolation.

In Figure 2.11 the linear interpolation process is illustrated. The desired value v
at position (x, y0) is given by weighting the values v0 and v1 depending on their
positions, (x0, y0) and (x1, y0) respectively, relative the position (x, y0) [18]. The
value v is then

v = v0(1 − d) + v1d =
{
d =

x − x0

x1 − x0
=
x − x0

1

}
= v0(1 − (x − x0)) + v1(x − x0) (2.9)

There exists hardware implementations of linear interpolation, both as an intrin-
sic function, lerp, and as a texture sampler state for texture sampling/resampling
in HLSL.

Bilinear interpolation/resampling

If the sample value that is sought, v, is positioned at a sub-sample position in two
directions, bilinear interpolation is a better choice for finding a representative
value.
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Figure 2.12: Bilinear interpolation.

In Figure 2.12 the bilinear interpolation process is illustrated. It can be seen that
the desired value v at position (x, y) can be given by three linear interpolations
[18]. The values v4 and v5 are given by

v4 = v0(1− d0) + v1d0 = {d0 = d from Eq. 2.9} = v0(1− (x− x0)) + v1(x− x0) (2.10)

v5 = v2(1 − d0) + v3d0 = v2(1 − (x − x0)) + v3(x − x0) (2.11)

and the last linear interpolation to get the value v is

v = v4(1 − d1) + v5d1 =
{
d1 =

y − y0

y1 − y0
=
y − y0

1

}
= v4(1 − (y − y0)) + v5(y − y0)

(2.12)

There exist a hardware implementation of bilinear interpolation as a texture sam-
pler state for texture sampling/resampling in HLSL.

2.3 The graphics pipeline

This section will briefly describe some of the stages in the graphics pipeline that
will give enough knowledge to understand how the different anti-aliasing meth-
ods work and how and where they alter the pipeline. It will later be shown that
DirectX 11 (DX11) actually supports two separate pipelines, the graphics render-
ing pipeline seen in Figure 2.13 and the compute shader pipeline seen in Figure
2.15. First, the graphics rendering pipeline, also known as the draw pipeline, will
be described [24].
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Figure 2.13: The DX11 graphics rendering pipeline (the draw pipeline).

2.3.1 Vertex shader stage

The vertex shader (VS) stage processes vertices from the input-assembler stage,
and is called once per vertex. It is the first shader in the pipeline and it gets ver-
tices as input, it processes them, and then returns them to the graphics pipeline.
The output of the vertex shader goes to the next stage in the pipeline, which could
be a geometry shader for example, or to the rasterizer directly.

The vertex shader is used for performing per-vertex operations such as coloring,
skinning, morphing and per-vertex lighting but the main purpose is to do some
of the steps in transforming each vertex’s 3D position in virtual space to the 2D
coordinate at which it will appear on the screen, as well as a depth value for
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the z-buffer. The vertex shader stage must always be active for the pipeline to
execute. If no vertex modification or transformation is required, a pass-through
vertex shader must be used [28].

2.3.2 Geometry shader stage

Unlike the vertex shader, which operates on individual vertices, the geometry
shader (GS) stage is optional and takes the vertex data for a whole primitive as
input. For example two vertices for lines, three vertices for triangles, or a single
vertex for a point. The geometry shader can also take the vertex data for the edge-
adjacent primitives as input, an additional two vertices for a line, an additional
three for a triangle [28].

Furthermore, the geometry shader has the capability to generate and remove ver-
tices on output, i.e. to add or remove geometry from the pipeline. The geometry
shader output may be fed to the rasterizer stage and/or to a vertex buffer in mem-
ory via the stream output stage [51], [28].

Some examples of applications that can be implemented in a geometry shader
are dynamic particle effect systems, fur/fin/grass generation and shadow volume
generation [28].

2.3.3 Rasterizer stage

Up to this point in the graphics pipeline the shader stages have been dealing with
vertices and primitives consisting of vertices. The rasterizer stage (RS) converts
those primitives into a raster image. The raster image is represented as a two-
dimensional array of pixels. Rasterization includes clipping vertices to the view
frustum, performing a divide by depth to provide perspective, mapping prim-
itives to a 2D viewport, and determining how to invoke the pixel shader [51],
[27].

The rasterization takes as input the vertices of the primitive being rendered, with
vertex positions provided in the homogeneous clip space produced by a transfor-
mation by some projection matrix. These positions are used to determine the set
of pixels in the current render target where the primitive in question will be visi-
ble. This visibility is determined from coverage and occlusion. Coverage is tested
according to defined rasterization rules, to determine if the primitive overlaps
the sample point of a given pixel [26]. See an illustration of how this works for a
multi-sampled (Multisampling, see Section 3.2) render target in Figure 2.14 and
when a pixel shader is invoked.
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Figure 2.14: 9Multisampled anti-aliasing rasterization rules.

Occlusion tells whether a pixel covered by a primitive is also covered by any other
primitives, and it is handled by depth testing. A z-buffer, or depth buffer, stores
the depth of the closest primitive relative to the camera at each pixel location.
When a primitive is rasterized, its interpolated depth is compared against the
corresponding value in the depth buffer to determine whether or not the geom-
etry is front-most. If the depth test succeeds, the appropriate pixel in the depth
buffer is updated with the new closest depth.

Since coverage and depth testing is performed at each sample location in the
render target the visibility sampling rate is determined by the x and y resolution
of the render target. One thing to note is that triangles and lines will inherently
have discontinuities, which means that the signal is not band-limited. Thus, no
sampling rate will be sufficient to avoid aliasing in the general case [40].

9Image from Microsoft: [26]
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2.3.4 Pixel shader stage

The pixel shader (PS), also known as fragment shader (FS), is a program that
combines constant variables, texture data, interpolated per-vertex values, and
other data to produce per-pixel outputs. The main usage of a pixel shader is
to output a four element vector per pixel, (r, g, b, a), representing color data
where r represents the color red, g the color green, b the color blue and a is the
alpha channel that determines the opacity. This output can of course be used
for more than just ordinary coloring, for example shading techniques such as per-
pixel lighting, texturing, fog generation, bump mapping, shadows etc. In DirectX
11 up to eight render targets can be used for a pixel shader, i.e. eight different
outputs can be given by a pixel shader [28].

Typically, a hardware implementation runs a pixel shader on multiple pixels si-
multaneously, often a 2x2 grid. Therefore, derivatives of quantities computed in
the pixel shader can be reasonably approximated as deltas of the values at the
same point of execution in adjacent pixels. These derivatives can be used for
post-processing applications such as edge detection if the contents of the entire
screen are passed as a texture to the shader. The technique of passing the entire
screen as a texture to the pixel shader enables a wide variety of two-dimensional
post-processing effects, such as motion blur (motion vectors), cartoon/cel shad-
ing, object tracking and post-processing anti-aliasing [28].

The pixel shader is the last shader in the graphics pipeline and therefore gives
the data to the output-merger stage, which determines the final pixel color to be
displayed on screen [22].

2.3.5 Compute shader stage

The compute shader stage, also known as the DirectCompute technology, is a
shader stage that is not bound to the ordinary graphics rendering pipeline. In-
stead it is part of the compute shader pipeline, or dispatch pipeline. However, it
exists on the same device as all the other shaders [24]. See an illustration of the
compute shader pipeline in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: The compute shader pipeline.

Just as for other programmable shaders the compute shader is implemented with
HLSL (High-Level Shading Language) but it is not restricted to graphics pro-
gramming. A compute shader provides a high-speed general purpose comput-
ing platform that take advantage of the large numbers of parallel processors on
the GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) [4]. The compute shader has explicit access
to fast shared memory to facilitate communication between groups of shader
invocations and it also has the ability to perform scattered reads and writes to
memory by utilizing the UAV, Unordered Access View, resource type. To execute
commands in a compute shader the function ID3D11DeviceContext::Dispatch or
ID3D11DeviceContext::DispatchIndirect are called instead of the different draw
methods used for shaders in the graphics rendering pipeline [20], [24].

Some examples of applications that can be implemented in a compute shader are
particle systems, cloth simulation, terrain generation and post-processing anti-
aliasing [4].

2.3.6 3D viewing, spaces and transformations

The different transformations between spaces in the graphics pipeline are dealt
with here. In most cases the transformations are done by multiplying a homoge-
neous position with a 4x4 matrix but some steps are different. The steps in Figure
2.16 will be explained below. This section is based on [17], [44], [29] and [25].
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Figure 2.16: The transformation chain.

1. Model space
In model space the vertices are transformed to 3D positions in world space
by affine transformations. Such transformations include translation, scal-
ing, rotation etc.

2. World space
In world space the vertex coordinates are relative the world. These are trans-
formed to the camera position by an affine transformation, the view matrix,
to end up in view space.

3. View space
Now the vertices are represented relative the camera. The volume of space
a camera sees is called camera frustum (left in Figure 2.17). In this step,
from view space to projection space, the projection transformations will
transform the vertices inside this frustum to be inside a canonical view vol-
ume. It is carried out by the projection matrix, which is often a perspective
transformation but could also be an orthographic transformation. In the
case of a perspective transformation, objects further away will be projected
smaller and vice versa.
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Figure 2.17: 10Projection transformation and perspective divide. (l,t,n)
stands for (left, top, near) corner and b stands for bottom, r for right and
f for far. This figure shows the transformation from view space to clip space
(NDC).

4. Projection space
When the projection transformations have been done all vertices are in pro-
jection space within the previously mentioned canonical view volume with
the dimensions xps, yps ∈ [−wps, wps] and zps ∈ [0, wps] where wps = zvs
which is the view space depth. The data are then sent to the rasterizer.

5. Homogeneuos clip space
In the rasterizer clipping is preformed, i.e. all vertices outside the canonical
view volume are discarded. The components still need to be normalized.
The vertices that are left after clipping are in the homogeneous clip space.

6. Clip space
To normalize all vertices in the homogeneous clip space, perspective divi-
sion by their depth, the w-component of the vertices, are needed. After this
perspective division the vertices are in clip space, i.e. they are within a unit
cube. This is not completely true for DirectX 11, since the depth is from 0
to 1, whilst in OpenGL it is from -1 to 1 so it is valid in that case. The co-
ordinates in this space are called normalized device coordinates, NDC, and
for DX11 they are defined as xndc ∈ [−1, 1], yndc ∈ [−1, 1] and zndc ∈ [0, 1].
See the unit cube to the right in Figure 2.17.

7. Screen space

10Modified version of original image created by Song Ho Ahn, http://www.songho.ca/
opengl/gl_projectionmatrix.html

http://www.songho.ca/opengl/gl_projectionmatrix.html
http://www.songho.ca/opengl/gl_projectionmatrix.html
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In order to go from clip space to screen space a last transformation is needed.
It is the viewport transformation that handles this and it maps 3D NDC to
2D screen space coordinates, xss ∈ [0, width] and yss ∈ [0, height].



3
Related work: Anti-aliasing methods

In this chapter the theory and details behind different anti-aliasing methods are
explained.

3.1 SSAA

Supersampling anti-aliasing, often referred to as SSAA, is a brute force method
of anti-aliasing. It can be seen as an oversampling of the continuous signal, the
scene, that is going to be displayed as a discrete image on screen. Oversampling
is the process of sampling a signal at some rate higher than the intended final
output, and then reconstructing and resampling the signal again at the output
sample rate.

Implementing it in a 3D rasterizer is rather trivial. The render target and the z-
buffer (depth buffer) has to be larger in size. Often, this size is a multiple of two
of the intended screen resolution. After rendering to this larger render target,
the result is downsampled to the screen resolution using a reconstruction filter.
The simplest filter is a box filter which averages the samples to create the final
value of the intended screen resolution [40], [32]. See an example for how this
downsampling works with a box filter in Figure 3.1.

27
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Figure 3.1: A 4x supersampled render target downsampled to screen res-
olution using a box filter (averaging). The pixel of interest, filled lines, is
composed of the colors magenta = M, green = G and blue = B and gets the
final color (2M+G+B)

4 = M
2 + (G+B)

4 , which is some kind of purple. If no super-
sampling is used, the color of the pixel in question will just be pure magenta
as the sample point will be in the center of the pixel.

So far so good, supersampling is simple and effective. However, performance is
the big concern for this method. Since the execution of the pixel shader is also
tied to the resolution of the pixels, the pixel shading rate would also increase.
This means that any work performed in the pixel shader, such as lighting calcula-
tions and texture fetches, would be performed at a higher rate and thus consume
more resources. For example, if 4xSSAA is applied to a scene, four times as many
pixels are rendered by the GPU and the frame rate will be one-fourth of the orig-
inal frame rate. The same goes for bandwidth used when writing the results
of the pixel shader to the render target, since the write is performed for each
pixel. Memory consumption is also increased, since the render target and corre-
sponding z-buffer must be larger in size [40], [32]. Figure 3.2 shows the results of
various supersampling patterns applied to a rasterized triangle.
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Figure 3.2: 1Supersampling of various sampling patterns.

3.2 MSAA

Multi-sampling anti-aliasing, abbreviated MSAA, is a method for reduction of
spatial aliasing and more precise for reducing geometric aliasing. That is one
case where it differs from SSAA. MSAA is an optimized, or rather approximated,
version of SSAA and can only battle geometric aliasing, i.e. aliasing at edges of
rasterized primitives, and not shading aliasing [40].

1Image from the book Real-Time Rendering, third edition, https://books.google.se/
books?id=V1k1V9Ra1FoC&redir_esc=y

https://books.google.se/books?id=V1k1V9Ra1FoC&redir_esc=y
https://books.google.se/books?id=V1k1V9Ra1FoC&redir_esc=y
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In terms of rasterization, MSAA works similar but a bit different from supersam-
pling. For coverage, instead of having more pixels and one sampling point for
each pixel, the hardware implements MSAA by having N sample points within a
pixel, where N is the multisample rate. These samples are known as sub-samples,
since they are samples within a pixel [26]. Figure 3.3 shows the standard sub-
sample placement for a 4xMSAA (rotated) grid pattern, i.e. N = 4 [21].

Figure 3.3: 2Standard sampling pattern for 4xMSAA.

For occlusion testing the depth test is performed for each sub-sample and not
for each pixel, so the size of the depth buffer must be large enough to store the
additional depth values. In practice this means that the depth buffer will be N
times the size of the non-MSAA case, i.e. the same size as for the NxSSAA case.

So where lies the real advantage of MSAA over SSAA? In performance. More
precise in the computational cost of the pixel shader. In the standard MSAA case,
the pixel shader is not invoked for each sub-sample but instead only once for
each pixel where the primitive covers at least one subsample, see Figure 2.14 for
an example. So the pixel shader is invoked less times than in the case of SSAA.
Due to this, MSAA have a significant improvement in performance compared to
SSAA. While this effectively gives an oversampled form of edge visibility, it will
not give an oversampled form of shading in the general case, which is one of the
disadvantages of MSAA compared to SSAA.

2Image from Microsoft: [21].
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Although we only execute the pixel shader once per covered pixel, it is not suf-
ficient to store only one output value per pixel in the render target. The render
target have to support storing of multiple samples. Therefore an MSAA render
target will have enough memory to store N sub-samples for each pixel. Each sub-
sample in the render target is mapped to one of the sub-sample points used dur-
ing rasterization to determine coverage. When a pixel shader outputs its value,
the value is only written to sub-samples where both the coverage test and the
depth test passed for that pixel.

As with supersampling, the multi-sampled signal must be downsampled to the
output resolution before it can be displayed. For MSAA, the process is referred to
as resolving the render target. This could either be done by the hardware or with
a custom resolve implemented in a pixel shader. When resolving with a 1-pixel
wide box filter (averaging) the tilted edges will be gradients of color values with
the number of steps equal to the number of sub-pixel samples. See Figure 3.4 for
an example of this.

Figure 3.4: An aliased line represented as a 2-step gradient because of 2xM-
SAA.

There exist numerous resolve filters that reduces aliasing more than the 1-pixel
wide box filter, but some has the downside of introducing blur to the final result
instead [40]. One example of such a resolve filter is the Quincunx reconstruction
filter by Nvidia which utilizes neighboring pixels to calculate the final pixel color.
This can be done because one of the sample positions is located at the upper left
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corner of the pixel, on the pixel border, and the other in the middle of the pixel.
The sample on the border can be reused for four pixels and therefore the sam-
pling rate is increased. The name Quincunx comes from the name of the pattern
of five dots on a die [32]. Since the Quincunx resolve uses a wider reconstruc-
tion filter than the standard box filter, aliasing is reduced but some blur is also
introduced for higher frequencies [40].

One relatively new feature of MSAA is programmable sample points. A couple
of years ago the MSAA sample positions could differ depending on GPU man-
ufacturer. Then the standard multisample patterns were introduced in DX10.1
and supported by the GPU manufacturers so the positions of each sample point
were at least known, but not programmable [42]. Just recently, in 2015, Nvidia re-
leased an extension to their NvAPI (Nvidia Application Programming Interface)
which gives the programmer control of the sample locations in DX11 as well as
an OpenGL extension [9]. Actually, AMD released the Radeon Southern Islands
3D GPU which had programmable sample support together with an OpenGL ex-
tension already in 2011 [2]. Strangely enough it seems like it did not gain much
attention at the time. Anyhow, programmable samples give the user a freedom
over MSAA and will probably pave the way for more innovative sample patterns
in the future, at least when the functionality is included directly in DirectX and
OpenGL.

3.3 GBAA

Geometry buffer anti-aliasing, abbreviated GBAA, is an anti-aliasing method cre-
ated by Emil Persson at Avalanche Studios that reduces geometric aliasing. It was
presented at SIGGRAPH 2011 [36]. The basic idea is to use the actual geometry
of the scene, stored in a buffer, to calculate the analytical distances to the edges
and use this information to blend pixel values at edges in a post-process pass.
Here is the theory behind the method and how it works.

During main scene rendering geometry information is saved in a geometry buffer,
a render target with two channels, by a geometry shader that computes the edge
distances within a triangle (three vertices). These three distances are passed
down in three components of an interpolator to the pixel shader along with their
major directions, vertical or horizontal. Then the pixel shader selects the small-
est signed distance to an edge, horizontal or vertical, that is to be stored in the
corresponding channel of the geometry buffer. The other channel will be set to
0.5 (middle of pixel, distance is zero) and the two-channel result is sent as output
to the geometry buffer. Alternatively the geometry shader could save the infor-
mation to available channels in an existing buffer to reduce memory costs [35].

The actual anti-aliasing is then performed in the end as a full-screen pass that
could be seen as a post-processing resolve step, using the render target with
stored geometric information and a linear filter to blend the edge pixels in the
pixel shader [35]. See the code in Listing 3.1 for how the final color is calculated
by texture sampling.
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float2 offset = GeometryBuffer.Sample(Point, In.TexCoord);

// Check geometry buffer for an edge cutting through the pixel.
[flatten]
if (min(abs(offset.x), abs(offset.y)) >= 0.5f)
{
// If no edge was found we look in neighboring pixels’
// geometry information. This is necessary because
// relevant geometry information may only be available on one
// side of an edge, such as on silhouette edges, where a
// background pixel adjacent to the edge will have the
// background’s geometry information, and not the foreground’s
// geometric edge that we need to antialias against. Doing
// this step covers up gaps in the geometry information.

.

.

.

}

// Convert distance to texture coordinate shift
float2 off = (offset >= float2(0, 0)) ? float2(0.5f, 0.5f) : float2(-0.5f, -0.5f);
offset = off - offset;

// Blend pixel with neighbor pixel using texture filtering
// and shifting the coordinate appropriately.
float4 color = BackBuffer.Sample(Linear, In.TexCoord + offset*PixelSize);

return color;

Listing 3.1: Parts of the GBAA pixel shader resolve program in HLSL.

An example will illustrate how the resolve works for the left out code. Look at
Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: 3An example case of how a pixel is resolved in the GBAA pixel
shader.

After the offset fetch from the geometry buffer texture an if-statement tells whether

3Modified version of original image created by Emil Persson, [36]
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an edge is cutting trough the current pixel or if the neighbors have to be checked.
If any of the offset values are less than 0.5 there is an edge and the color can be
blended right away. Otherwise, there is a need to check only the neighboring
pixels that can point toward the pixel in question, here the one in the middle
of Figure 3.5. For horizontal neighboring pixels, left and right, the pixel shader
program checks if their distance value in offset.x is in the intervals [0.5, 1.0] and
[-1.0, -0.5], respectively for the left and right neighbor. For vertical neighboring
pixels, up and down, it checks the y-component of their offset to see if it falls in
the intervals [0.5, 1.0] and [-1.0, -0.5], respectively. If any of these four values
should fall inside any of their intervals it means that the neighboring pixel in
question cuts the current pixel. Then that neighboring pixel color will be used
for performing a linear blend with the current pixel color together with the dis-
tance value. As seen in the code in Listing 3.1 this is instead done by offsetting
the texture coordinate and using a linear sampler, which is equivalent. In Figure
3.5 the left pixel has the distance value of about 0.8 to the edge which is more
than 0.5, the current pixels left edge, and less than 1.0, the current pixels center,
so it falls into the interval, i.e. it cuts the current pixel. The value of 0.8 gives
the distance of 0.8 - 1.0 = -0.2 for the current pixel to the edge, i.e. the edge cuts
through 0.2 pixel units to the left of the current pixel center. Note also that the
neighboring pixel under the current pixel in Figure 3.5 points to the right, and
thus it is of no use. To contribute it has to point upwards since it is the middle
pixel that is currently evaluated. The neighboring right and up pixel from the
current pixel belong to the same surface and hold no useful information in this
situation either. So in this particular example it is only the left neighboring pixel
that contributes to the final pixel color. Another thing to note is that this method
works best for near horizontal and near vertical edges and has a bit more problem
handling near diagonal edges [36].

Additionally, having geometry information in a buffer makes it possible to anti-
alias alpha-tested edges. The shader just needs to output the distance to the
alpha-edge, something that is easily approximated using gradient instructions
but how it works exactly will not be described here [35].

The main advantages of this technique is a very high quality of anti-aliasing and
a low fixed memory cost. For many edges it creates almost perfect gradients and
the memory cost is only the two-channel geometry buffer. Also, the resolve pass
is cheap performance wise and has a fairly constant cost. On the other hand, the
first pass, the geometry buffer fill pass, could be costly for certain scenes in a real
game with a lot of geometry to process for instance. Then performance would
not be an advantage for this method. Another disadvantage is that internal edges
are anti-aliased even though there is no need for it. It appears that this does not
cause any serious artifacts but it would probably increase performance somewhat
if it was avoided. The case of multiple edges per pixel is also a concern with
this method and may be fixed by using all edges intersecting the pixel and by
blending more neighbors [36]. In the case of thin geometry artifacts GBAA does
not reduce that problem since the sampling rate is not increased for this method.
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3.4 FXAA

FXAA, also known as Fast approXimate Anti-Aliasing, is an aa method consisting
entirely of a post-processing step. It is an excellent example of pure image pro-
cessing integrated in computer graphics. Typically it is implemented in a pixel
shader but there is also an implementation using compute shader. The standard
pixel shader implementation will be in focus first and then some details about
the compute shader implementation will be given in 3.4.1.

The author of the FXAA algorithm is Timothy Lottes, and Nvidia released the
paper [16] describing the algorithm in 2009. From this paper Figure 3.6 is taken
and it illustrates the algorithm in eight images, which will be used to explain how
the algorithm works from the top left image continuing to the right.

Figure 3.6: 4Eight images showing the FXAA algorithm.

The upper left image of Figure 3.6 is the input to FXAA. It is a non-linear RGB
color render target which is converted internally into scalar estimates of luma
(Luma instead of luminance when non-linear gamma compressed color compo-
nents are used, see Section 2.2.5). This luma is estimated strictly from the red
and green channels using the function in Listing 3.2.

float FxaaLuma(float3 color)
{
return color.g * (0.587/0.299) + color.r;

}

Listing 3.2: FXAA luma function.

4Image created by Timothy Lottes, [16]
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The blue channel is left out as an optimization since blue is the color humans
have most trouble to perceive so aliasing in the blue band will not distract as
much as aliasing in the other bands.

The next image can be seen as an initial edge detection step, called local contrast
check. This test uses the current pixel and its north, south, east and west neigh-
boring pixels. If the difference in local maximum and minimum contrast (luma),
called pixel contrast, of these pixels is lower than a threshold proportional to the
maximum local luma, then the shader early exits and returns the initial value
for that pixel. The threshold used is clamped at a minimum value to avoid pro-
cessing in really dark areas and this value can be tuned to get different quality
settings. The early exit is done to avoid processing areas without possible alias-
ing, i.e. to avoid detecting non-edge pixels. If the difference is higher than this
threshold, the algorithm continues to search for sub-pixel aliasing. This is done
by computing the lowpass luma (local contrast) by averaging the luma of the
neighboring pixels, north, south, east and west, and then computing the ratio of
the local contrast and pixel contrast calculated before. This ratio approaches 1.0
in the presence of single pixel dots and otherwise begins to fall off towards 0.0 as
more pixels contribute to an edge. The ratio is transformed into the amount of
lowpass filter, a box filter of the complete 3x3 pixel neighborhood, to blend in at
the end of the algorithm. In the image, second from left, detected edges are in red,
with blending towards yellow that represents the amount of detected sub-pixel
aliasing.

In the third image from the left are the pixels passing the earlier edge detection
test classified either as horizontal, in gold, or vertical, in light blue, edge pixels by
using a 3x3 local neighborhood to compute an edge amount for both directions.

Given the local edge direction, the current pixel forms pairs with its highest con-
trast neighbor 90 degrees to the local edge direction. So this could either be hor-
izontal pairs, west-middle and middle-east, or vertical pairs, north-middle and
middle-south. The pairs are marked with blue and green in the fourth image of
Figure 3.6.

Then the algorithm searches along the edges using these pairs in both the nega-
tive and positive direction, marked with red and blue respectively in the lower
left image, in parallel. The search along an edge stops when reaching a thresh-
old search limit or when the average luma of a search pair changes significantly,
signaling an end-of-edge.

Pixel positions on edges are then transformed into sub-pixel offsets 90 degrees
perpendicular to the edges in question. In image six, the lower second image
from left, the negative and positive horizontal offsets are marked with red and
blue respectively and the negative and positive vertical offsets are marked with
gold and sky-blue respectively.

These sub-pixel offsets are used to re-sample the input texture using bilinear
sampling, i.e. using the four closest neighboring pixel values to determine the
pixel value at the offset location from the current pixel position. This resampling
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has been performed in the last but one image. An example of how the sub-pixel
offset is defined for resampling a pixel pair consisting of the middle and north
pixel can be seen in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Definition of sub-pixel offset for middle and north pixel pair.

As can be seen, the offset is defined from the center of the middle pixel towards
the common center of the pair, thus the minimum sub-pixel offset is zero and the
maximum is 0.5.

In the final step, last image, a 3x3 box filter, a lowpass filter, blends the image
depending on the amount of sub-pixel aliasing detected in the second step/image.
The final image color is sent out to be displayed on screen.

One important thing to remember when integrating FXAA into an existing pro-
gram/game is to apply the algorithm prior to drawing menus, head-up displays
(HUD) and other user interfaces overlaying the actual scene. Otherwise unde-
sired blends with text and such will result in visual artifacts.

The greatest advantage of FXAA is the performance gain. The vertex shader is
just a full screen triangle pass and all the work is carried out in screen space in
the pixel shader. The algorithm has different quality settings and they differ in
performance and the amount of anti-aliasing. The cost to process a 1920x1200
frame on a GTX480 graphics card is under 1 ms for quality preset 2 for example
[16]. Another advantage is that FXAA does not require more render targets than a
program already using post-processing techniques, so no extra memory is usually
needed. If it is needed the size will be the same as for the backbuffer. Aliasing
in textures, shader aliasing, can be reduced by applying FXAA but it could also
introduce artifacts in such areas and excessive blurring is one of them. Since
the sampling rate is not increased in FXAA, thin geometry artifacts could not be
handled by the algorithm which is another disadvantage.
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A final remark is that FXAA does not really reduce aliasing because it does not
increase the sampling rate, it just adaptively blends aliased pixels in a clever
image processing style to produce a more visually pleasing result. That is why it
has the word approximate in its name.

3.4.1 FXAA (CS)

FXAA implemented in a compute shader (CS) works similar to the standard im-
plementation described above. The biggest difference is that its calculations are
more parallelized. The compute shader is particularly suitable for image pro-
cessing algorithms since it can perform scattered pixel operations in parallel and
thus reduce the overall computation time. One disadvantage with this implemen-
tation is the amount of allocated memory. Beside the input texture it needs one
UAV render target for the luma values, one for a horizontal work queue, one for
a vertical work queue and finally one for a computation mask. The luma mask is
in many applications already available so in those cases that render target does
not increase the memory usage. This leads to the fact that the algorithm are more
split up than in the standard case. First is a luma calculation pass executed where
the vertical and horizontal work queues also are filled. The next pass is a resolve
pass using the work queues as input to calculate the input for the two final Dis-
patchIndirect invocations. The two final passes calculates the final color for the
vertical and horizontal work queues respectively. All in all four compute shaders
are used for the implementation.

The actual implementation details will not be explained here but the intention of
this implementation is to further increase performance over standard FXAA. It
was created by James Stanard of Team Hemi at Microsoft as a DX11-optimized im-
plementation of FXAA 3.11 and the code is included in this master thesis project.
To note is that the compute shader implementation of FXAA can be slower than
standard FXAA on certain graphic cards, including Nvidia cards.

3.5 TAA

Temporal anti-aliasing, abbreviated TAA, is a technique for suppressing temporal
anti-aliasing and it exists a lot of different TAA methods. Here the theory behind
the main idea will be presented. One method will be more carefully explained
since one of the proposed methods is mainly based on this method, see Section
3.8.

TAA is based on temporal filtering and these filters have to be causal in the com-
puter graphics case. Causal means that they only extend backwards in time and
does not predict the future [45]. The filtering can be recursive, i.e. saving the
current frame to an accumulation buffer each frame iteration, that is reused in
the next frame iteration as input and blended with the now current frame and so
on. The filter can also be iterative, which means that the current frame is blended
with one or more previously saved frames each frame iteration. In the next frame
iteration the current frame is blended with the updated previous frames and so
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on. Note that no frames are accumulated in a buffer between frame iterations
here, as is the case of the recursive filter. The filter can of course be both, saving
previous frames to multiple buffers and updating one or more of the buffers each
frame iteration by the result received by blending all buffers and the current
frame. ASAA, described in Section 3.8, is an example of a method that utilizes
such a filter.

So why bother to filter in this way? Since there are significant temporal coher-
ence in visible surface regions, lighting conditions, camera location etc. between
frames the information of previous frames can be reused to get a smoother frame
update by suppressing temporal aliasing. As described in Section 2.1 temporal
aliasing is the cause of insufficient sampling in time, so if more previously cal-
culated frames are used to calculate the next, temporal aliasing as flickering,
crawlies and other sudden visual changes will be amortized over time and give
a smoother look [5]. The sampling rate is not really increased but using more
frames back in time to calculate each frame could be seen as a sort of super-
sampling in time, not to be confused with TSS (Temporal supersampling) that
supersamples in the spatial domain with the help of old samples.

So how can previous frames be used in real-time, dynamic computer graphic
scenes when information of previous positions of samples are needed? By repro-
jection. If the frames do not align perfectly, visual artifacts will appear when
blending etc. and reprojection is the solution to this.

3.6 Reprojection

To be able to reuse previous frames for temporal methods in dynamic scenes,
reprojection of some sort is a must. One way of achieving reprojection is to cal-
culate motion vectors between consecutive frames and save them to a 2D texture
render target in an initial pass. In the temporal resolve pass these screen space
velocities are fetched from the texture using point sampling and added to the
current position to get the previous position. The current sample is fetched from
the current frame texture using the current position and the previous position is
thereafter used to get the corresponding sample from the previous frame texture.
Then some instructions, depending on the sought effect, will combine these sam-
ples to achieve the desired result. How these motion vectors are calculated can
be found in Section 3.6.1.

It is also possible to calculate the previous positions directly in the same pass as
the temporal resolve pass by passing along not just the current transformation
matrices but also the previous for all objects. These previous positions can be cal-
culated in the vertex shader or the pixel shader. If calculated in the vertex shader,
hardware support for perspective-correct interpolation is leveraged (see Section
2.3.6) and this is suggested by [31]. Despite this, the perspective divide by depth
(w) has to be done for these previous positions in the pixel shader along with the
conversion from NDC to screen space coordinates. The same is valid if all the
calculations are made in the pixel shader. In Listing 3.3 is an example of a vertex
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shader in a reprojection pass and in Listing 3.4 is parts of the corresponding pixel
shader.

VS_OUT main(VS_IN In)
{
VS_OUT Out;

// Current position in projection space
Out.CurrentPos = mul(float4(In.Position.xyz, 1), WorldViewProjection);
// Previous position in projection space
Out.PreviousPos = mul(float4(In.Position.xyz, 1), PreviousWorldViewProjection);

return Out;
}

Listing 3.3: Vertex shader for reprojection.

void main(PS_IN In, out float4 Color : SV_Target)
{
float4 currentPos = In.CurrentPos;
float4 previousPos = In.PreviousPos;

// Screen coord. to UV coord.
currentPos.xy = currentPos.xy/ScreenSize;

// Perspective division by depth
previousPos.xy = previousPos.xy / previousPos.w;

// Remap position from NDC to [0, 1] screen space.
previousPos.xy *= float2(0.5f, -0.5f);
previousPos.xy += float2(0.5f, 0.5f);

/*__________Temporal resolve__________*/
.
.
.

}

Listing 3.4: Parts of pixel shader for reprojection.

3.6.1 Motion vectors

As mentioned in the previous section, motion vectors can be used for reprojection.
The idea is basically the same as calculating the previous positions in the method
described above. It can be done in one or two shader passes and the case of
two passes will be described more thorough. This section is based on code from
Avalanche Studios and information from the supervisor at Avalanche Studios,
Emil Persson, along with [39].

In the first pass all dynamic objects’ world, view and projection matrices, both
current and previous, are input to the vertex shader. Dynamic objects are objects
that in some way have changing world matrices, i.e. translated, rotated, scaled
objects etc. The current and previous positions are calculated as in Listing 3.3
and in the pixel shader the same calculations as in Listing 3.4 are needed. Note
that the current position is divided by the screen size to produce coordinates in
the range [0, 1]. If texture coordinates are calculated in the vertex shader and
passed along to the pixel shader this division is not needed. This illustrates that
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the current positions can be calculated in many ways. When the current and
previous position now are in texture coordinates (UV) the motion vector can be
calculated as

float2 motion_vector = currentPos.xy - previousPos.xy;

return float4(motion_vector.xy, 0.005f*currentPos.w, 0.0f);

Listing 3.5: Motion vector calculation.

where the result then is written to a render target along with a scaled version of
the linear depth w in the z-channel of the render target. The motion vector passed
in this case is in the range [-1, 1] so the render target have to be a signed format
for this to work. It is possible to use a unsigned format if the signed motion vector
is mapped to [0, 1]. Then velocities have to be decoded after texture fetches in
order to use them for calculations. Now a 2D texture with the dynamic objects’
velocities are available for the second and final pass of motion vector calculations.

In this second pass the vertex shader performs a full-screen pass as described in
Section 2.2.2) along with a direction calculation using an inverted version of the
view-projection matrix and the inverse of the distance to the far plane. See Listing
3.6.

VS_OUT main(VS_IN In)
{
VS_OUT Out;
// Produce a fullscreen triangle
Out.Pos.x = (In.VertexID == 0) ? 3.0f : -1.0f;
Out.Pos.y = (In.VertexID == 2) ? 3.0f : -1.0f;
Out.Pos.zw = 1.0f;

Out.TexCoord = Out.Pos.xy * float2(0.5, -0.5) + 0.5;

// NDC to view coordinates
float4 cDir = mul(float4(Out.Pos.xy, 0, Out.Pos.w), ViewProjInv);
Out.Dir = (cDir.xyz / cDir.w) * InvFar.x;

return Out;
}

Listing 3.6: Second motion vector calculation pass. Direction calculation in
vertex shader.

The hardware will perform interpolation of the vertex shader directions when
they are passed to the pixel shader. In the pixel shader these directions are used
to reconstruct world positions. Before inverting the view-projection matrix used
in the vertex shader it was translated to the origin in view space. The translation
is now needed to reconstruct the world position as well as the linear depth in the
current direction. The world position in the current direction is calculated as
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// Retrieve depth value for the pixel.
int3 screen_coord = int3(In.Position.xy, 0);
float z_over_w = DepthTexture.Load(screen_coord).r;
float lin_depth = LinearizeDepth(z_over_w, LinearDepthParams);

// Calculate current texture coordinate
float4 currentPositionUV = float4(In.TexCoord.xy, z_over_w, 1.0f);

// Calculate world position
float4 worldPosition = float4(EyePosition + (lin_depth * In.Dir), 1.0f);

// Calculate previous position.
float4 previousPosition = mul(worldPosition, PrevViewProjMatrix);
.
.
.

Listing 3.7: Second motion vector calculation pass. World position
calculation in pixel shader.

As can be seen in the last row of Listing 3.7 the previous position can be calcu-
lated with the previous view-projection matrix. The previous position have now
been reconstructed using depth. Then the velocity for the static objects (only
camera movement) can be computed as the difference between the current and
previous position in texture coordinates. One important step remains and that is
to determine the front most velocities. Is it the velocity in the previously saved
2D texture for dynamic objects or is it the just calculated velocity for the static
objects? This is done using a depth comparison. See Listing 3.8.
// Sample the velocity buffer.
float3 v = VelocityTexture.Sample(PointSampler, In.TexCoord).rgb;

float2 velocityBuffer = v.xy;

const float formatConstant = 1.5f / 65535.0f; // 2^16 - 1 = 65535.0f
// Use velocity buffer when its depth is the front-most depth.
velocity = (saturate(0.005f*lin_depth + formatConstant) > v.z) ? velocityBuffer :

velocity;

Listing 3.8: Second motion vector calculation pass. Velocity is determined
by depth comparison in pixel shader.

The velocity calculated before is fetched using point sampling and the linear
depth stored in the z-channel is compared to the linear depth at the current pixel
position. If the current pixel depth is greater than the depth stored before the
output velocity will be that of the sampled velocity buffer of dynamic object ve-
locities. Otherwise it will be the newly calculated velocity. This ensures that the
front-most velocity is saved to the final velocity texture. One thing to note here is
that the velocity texture used in the first pass is cleared to 1 for the z-component
every frame so if no dynamic velocity and corresponding depth has been written,
the texture will have maximum depth in that pixel and the velocity of camera
movement will be written to the final output in the second pass.

Why this motion vector calculation is split up into two shader passes is a per-
formance matter. If done in one pass both the dynamic and static objects’ ver-
tices have to be transformed to get the current and previous positions which will
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be more expensive than calculating the static objects’ velocities by depth recon-
struction in a full-screen pass. Often the amount of static objects is higher than
dynamic objects.

One of the differences between reprojection using motion vectors compared to
calculating the previous positions in the same pass as the algorithm is that mo-
tion vectors are calculated in a separate pass and saved to a 2D render target.
An advantage of this is that the motion vectors can be used in many algorithms
per frame iteration as input to different shaders, whilst the other method is re-
stricted to just one shader pass. The largest drawback of this is instead precision
and memory. When saving motion vectors to a 2D texture precision can be lost
due to low bit rate per pixel. One way to deal with this is through compression.
By encoding the velocities before saving them to a texture and then decoding
them before using them could increase precision without the need of increasing
the memory allocation of the texture. This could keep the required memory allo-
cation of the extra motion vector render targets lower with a slight reduction in
performance. Nevertheless, the motion vector method needs to allocate two extra
render targets, or one depending on the method, in order to save the velocities
compared to the method of calculating the previous positions in the same pass.

However, the motion vectors might already be calculated in a game for apply-
ing motion blur to scenes. Then the performance cost of calculating the motion
vectors for use in reprojection, and eventually temporal anti-aliasing, can be ig-
nored.

3.6.2 Sample rejection

One important fact when using reprojection is that some reprojected pixels are
either missing or false. Many ways of dealing with this problem exist, some will
be described more careful and others just mentioned. Different causes of missing
or false pixels have lead to multiple methods combined to deal with the overall
goal, to reject all missing and false pixels.

For example, moving the camera quickly in any direction will lead to missing
pixels along the viewport border. Further, missing pixels will be present along
all borders if the camera is moved linearly backwards. This is not a problem when
moving the camera linearly forward. Missing pixels clearly have to be rejected so
that they do not introduce artifacts and in those areas the current frame pixels
will have full weight. Normally, this is done by hardware in the clipping step but
when re-projecting frames this has to be taken care of manually. In Listing 3.9 the
code to handle this case is displayed.

bool miss = false;

// Miss if the previous position is outside of the frustum (screen)
miss = miss || (saturate(previousPositionUV.x) != previousPositionUV.x || saturate(

previousPositionUV.y) != previousPositionUV.y);

Listing 3.9: Rejection of missing border pixels.
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The HLSL intrinsic function saturate clamps the normalized texture coordinate
of the previous position to the range [0, 1] in both the x- and y-direction. If any
of these clamped values differ from the true value it means that the previous
position is outside the current view frustum and the position must be rejected.
Only the current position is valid. See Figure 3.8 for a theoretical hitmap.

Figure 3.8: Border rejection of missing pixels. The pixels marked with red
indicate a miss and pixels marked with green are inside the range [0, 1].

Another problem is minification/magnification. When moving the camera for-
ward along the view axis magnification will occur and if the camera moves back-
wards minification will instead occur. In such cases the reprojected pixel size
differs from that in the current frame, so aliasing or blur artifacts may appear if
not filtered properly. In the case of minification, the reprojected pixel of interest
may cover multiple pixels in the current frame. One way to tackle this accord-
ing to [48] is to precompute a mip-chain of the current frame and leverage the
hardware trilinear texture fetch to sample the correct mip level.

In the case of magnification, the reprojected pixel of interest may instead cover
just a fraction of a pixel in the current frame. One way is to trigger a miss if the
distance from the reprojected position to the nearest pixel center is larger than
the pixel radius. A code example of how to handle this can be found in Listing
3.10.

bool miss = false;

float2 pixelRadius = max(ddx(previousPositionSS), ddy(previousPositionSS))*0.5f;

// Miss if the reprojected (previous) position is more than pixelRadius away from
closest pixel (integer value)

miss = miss || !all(abs(previousPositionSS - round(previousPositionSS)) <=
pixelRadius);

Listing 3.10: Rejection due to magnification.
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According to [48], such a strategy may trigger large and incoherent regions of re-
freshment, which may significantly lower the performance. The authors of [48]
also claim that in practice, minification/magnification scale is often small and
can therefore often be neglected because there is usually small differences be-
tween frames. It is recommended to apply this only when strictly necessary.

A problem that can not be neglected is that of newly disoccluded pixels or more
often pixel areas. Disoccluded pixels/areas can be defined as occluded pixels/ar-
eas in the previous frame now visible in the current frame and they appear, for
example, by the edges on the opposite side of an objects’ moving direction. Take
a look at Figure 3.8. A visible surface point p at time t may have been occluded
at time t − 1 by an unrelated point q, so p is referred to as a newly disoccluded
point.

Figure 3.9: 5Disoccluded pixel area rejection.

The depth of point p can not match the depth of point q in this case, except in
the case of intersecting geometry, so the point will be rejected and considered a
miss. This depth test is carried out by sampling the previous depth texture with
bilinear sampling at the position q and compare to the depth in the z-channel of
position p. If the absolute difference between these depth values are smaller than
some threshold it is considered a hit, but in this case it will be a miss. Bilinear
interpolation is used to reconstruct the depth because in areas with significant
depth variations, for example near edges, the interpolated depth will not match
the reprojected depth received from the vertex shader. Since depth is often stored
non-linearly, this interpolation is not accurate but can provide an acceptable ap-
proximation. A sample code of this type of rejection can be seen in Listing 3.11.

float prevDepth = prevDepthTex.Sample(bilinearSampler, previousPositionUV.xy, 0).r
float currDepth = previousPositionUV.z;

bool miss = false;

// Miss if the depth difference is over the threshold
miss = miss || (currDepth - prevDepth) > threshold;

Listing 3.11: Rejection due to newly disoccluded pixel.

5Image from [31]
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Other rejection methods are for example velocity weighting which is proposed by
[11] and takes care of the problem with newly disoccluded regions. In Eq. 3.1 it
is shown how to calculate the weight used for blending the current and previous
samples.

w = 0.5max(0, 1 − K
√∣∣∣||vc || − ||vp ||∣∣∣), (3.1)

where K is a constant that determines how much to attenuate previous frame
according to velocity differences and vc and vp are the current and previous frame
velocity respectively. The final resolve is then c = (1.0 − w)cc + wcp where c is the
final color, cc the current color and cp is the previous color.

If rejection of pixel areas are not done at all, or poorly, a well known artifact
called ghosting will appear. See an example of ghosting in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: 6Ghosting artifacts.

3.7 TSAA

A temporal component could make supersampling possible in real-time com-
puter graphics, then often referred to as temporal supersampling, abbreviated
TSS, and called temporal supersampling anti-aliasing, TSAA, when talking about
anti-aliasing methods. The idea is to compute the frame as in the non-temporal
case, but with an offset applied to the projection matrix. By offsetting this matrix
by a sub-pixel offset differently every frame computation, one could achieve a su-
persampled result by combining the current and previously saved frame(s) to one
frame in a resolve pass by spatial filtering. For a static scene this is straight for-
ward to implement but for dynamic scenes reprojection and rejection of samples
are needed to avoid artifacts [14].

6Image from Brian Karis’s presentation, [14]
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This method of supersampling can be applied to a lot of techniques to increase
resolution, not just anti-aliasing of the final image. Some examples are shadow
maps, SSAO (Screen Space Ambient Oclussion), screen-space reflections and many
more at a fraction of the cost of standard supersampling [52], [48].

As mentioned, the projection matrix needs offsets at sub-pixel positions for this
to work. This is not really true. The term sub-pixel offset is often carelessly used
when referring to the projection matrix offset. It is true that a sub-pixel offset is
needed in screen space, but the offset applied to the projection matrix is not in
screen space. How to calculate the offsets for the projection matrix from desired
screen space offsets will be explained in the following section.

3.7.1 Projection matrix jittering

Offsetting the projection matrix as mentioned above is often referred to as jitter-
ing the projection matrix [14]. The offset need to be a sub-pixel offset in screen
space to achieve supersampling. To receive the desired sub-pixel screen space
offset a translation in the x- and y-direction has to be applied to the projection
matrix. No translation should be applied in the z-direction because no offset in
the depth is desired. So how should this translation offset be applied to the pro-
jection matrix to achieve a sub-pixel offset in screen space? Is the translation just
a normal translation? The answer to the second question is no. If the translation
is applied like usual the result would be the same as in Eq. 2.7 with the exception
that tz = 0. For row major matrices (Section 2.2.4) and only translation in the x-
and y-direction this yields

Mtranslation ·Mprojection =

=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
tx ty 0 1

 ·


Cf ov · r 0 0 0

0 Cf ov 0 0
0 0 A 1
0 0 B 0

 =


Cf ov · r 0 0 0

0 Cf ov 0 0
0 0 A 1

Cf ov · r · tx Cf ov · ty B 0

 = Mprojection1

(3.2)

To simplify further calculations the constants Cf ov · r and Cf ov will be set to C
and D, respectively. It will now be showed why this translation will result in
problematic expressions for the x and y offsets of the projection matrix, i.e. for tx
and ty .

Consider a vertex position in view space, pvs = [xvs, yvs, zvs, 1]. When the trans-
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lated projection transformation above is applied the result will be

pvs ·Mprojection1
=

= [xvs, yvs, zvs, 1] ·


C 0 0 0
0 D 0 0
0 0 A 1

C · tx D · ty B 0

 =

=
[
C · xvs + C · tx, D · yvs + D · ty , A · zvs + B, zvs

]
= pps1

(3.3)

The vertex position is now in projection space. Clipping and the perspective
divide by wps1 = zvs is performed to get the position in normalized device coordi-
nates (NDC). The position is now

pndc1 = [xndc1 , yndc1 , zndc1 , 1] =

=
[
C · xvs + C · tx

zvs
,
D · yvs + D · ty

zvs
,
A · zvs + B

zvs
, 1

]
(3.4)

And all components of pndc1 are in the interval [-1, 1], except in the DirectX case
where the z-component is in the interval [0, 1].

If instead post-multiply of the translation matrix is used the resulting projection
matrix is

Mprojection ·Mtranslation =

=


C 0 0 0
0 D 0 0
0 0 A 1
0 0 B 0

 ·


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
tx ty 0 1

 =


C 0 0 0
0 D 0 0
tx ty A 1
0 0 B 0

 = Mprojection2

(3.5)

which is equal to just setting the matrix index m20 = tx and m21 = ty . The same
procedure of transforming pvs with this second projection matrix yields

pvs ·Mprojection2
=

= [xvs, yvs, zvs, 1] ·


C 0 0 0
0 D 0 0
tx ty A 1
0 0 B 0

 =

=
[
C · xvs + zvs · tx, D · yvs + zvs · ty , A · zvs + B, zvs

]
= pps2

(3.6)

As before, clipping and the perspective divide by wps2 = zvs is performed to get
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the position in NDC. The position of the vertex is now

pndc2 = [xndc2 , yndc2 , zndc2 , 1] =
[
C · xvs
zvs

+ tx,
D · yvs
zvs

+ ty ,
A · zvs + B

zvs
, 1

]
(3.7)

Note that the z-components of the NDC positions are the same and is not affected
by the two different projection matrices. The x- and y-component differ though.
The important difference here is that the translation offsets in the second case
not are functions of the depth, zvs, after the perspective divide as they are in the
first case. In the first case the offsets tx and ty can be seen as offsets in viewspace
coordinates. This implies that tx and ty in the second case are not really offsets in
viewspace coordinates, but rather in NDC. This will result in different clipping
for the same translation in the two cases. Take the y-component of the point in
projection space for example.

In the first case yps1 = D · yvs +D · ty and in the second case yps2 = D · yvs + zvs · ty .
D = 1

tan( α2 ) is constant and zvs varies because it is the view space depth. Every

vertex outside [−wps, wps] is clipped in the y-direction so −wps ≤ D · yvs + D · ty ≤
wps and −wps ≤ D · yvs + zvs · ty ≤ wps applies in homogeneous clip space, i.e.
after clipping. This leads to that the first translation method can avoid clipping
for larger translation offsets than the second method when zvs > D.

The next step is to transform positions in NDC to screen space. This is done by
multiplying with the viewport matrix shown below

Mviewport =


width/2 0 0 0

0 −height/2 0 0
0 0 1 0

width/2 height/2 0 1

 (3.8)

This is a simplified viewport matrix when the viewport is the entire backbuffer
and the width and height are the width and height of the backbuffer, respectively.
Below is the final transform of an arbitrary NDC position, pndc.

pndc ·Mviewport =

= [xndc, yndc, zndc, 1] ·


width/2 0 0 0

0 −height/2 0 0
0 0 1 0

width/2 height/2 0 1

 =

=
[
xndcwidth + width

2
,
−yndcheight + height

2
, zndc, 1

]
=

= pss = [xss, yss, zss, 1]

(3.9)
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For the two different translation methods in the x-direction this give

xss1 =
xndc1width + width

2
⇐⇒

⇐⇒ xss + xssof f set1 =

(
C · xvs+C · tx

zvs

)
·width + width

2
⇐⇒

⇐⇒ tx =

(
2 · (xss + xssof f set1 ) − width

)
· zvs

C ·width
− xvs

(3.10)

xss2 =
xndc2width + width

2
⇐⇒

⇐⇒ xss + xssof f set2 =

(
C · xvs
zvs

+ tx
)

·width + width

2
⇐⇒

⇐⇒ tx =
2 · (xss + xssof f set2 ) − width

width
− C · xvs

zvs

(3.11)

If no translation is applied and the normalized device coordinate is zero, i.e. xvs =
0, then xss will be width

2 . Inserted in the two expressions of tx, together with

C = Cf ov · r = height
tan( α2 ) ·width for case 1, yields these new expressions

tx =
2 · xssof f set1

height
tan( α2 )

· zvs (3.12)

tx =
2 · xssof f set2
width

(3.13)

From looking at Eq. 3.12 one can clearly see that translating the projection matrix
as in case 1 is not recommended since the translation have to be dynamic to give a
static offset in screen space because of the view space depth dependency. Further,
the view space depth is not known on the CPU where this translation should be
applied. If tx is static in this case it will not give the desired offset in screen space,
except at the view space depth that satisfies the expression.

In Eq. 3.13 on the other hand, tx do not depend on depth, only the width. This
means that a static tx in this case will give the desired screen space offset no
matter what the screen space depth is.

Using the same calculations for the y-components give

ty =
−2 · yssof f set1

height
tan( α2 )

· zvs (3.14)
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ty =
−2 · yssof f set2
height

(3.15)

Here it can be seen that the scaling of tx with the first translation method is the
same in both directions whilst it differ in the second method, as it should if the
viewport has a rectangular form. The minus sign on the y-offset comes from the
inversion of the y-axis during viewport transformation.

So translating the projection matrix, or jittering it, for use with supersampling
should be done by post-multiplying the translation matrix with the projection
matrix or by just setting the matrix positions m20 = tx and m21 = ty in the pro-
jection matrix directly. How much to translate is determined from Eq. 3.13 and
Eq. 3.15 where the desired screen space offset is inserted to get the matching
projection offset.

These calculations rely mostly on information from the book Introduction to 3D
GAME PROGRAMMING WITH DIRECTX 11 [17]. Other sources that uses the
same offsets are [14], [52] and many more.

3.8 Amortized Supersampling

Amortized supersampling [53] is an anti-aliasing method that reuses earlier frame
samples to achieve practical anti-aliasing of procedural shaders. As for standard
supersampling it reduces both geometry aliasing and shading aliasing. The main
goal with this method is to increase the spatial sampling rate without negatively
impacting the performance to much as otherwise would be the case if a complex
procedural shader was executed multiple times for each pixel.

The method uses an adaptive recursive temporal filter and a nonuniform spatial
filter. As it reuses previous frames it utilizes reprojection. The reprojection is
implemented as the first method described in Section 3.6, i.e. not using motion
vectors. The method also introduce an approach for limiting the amount of blur
introduced by resampling during reprojection and exponential smoothing. One
of the greatest differences to other temporal anti-aliasing approaches is that this
method uses not only one previous frame, but four. Below, the algorithm will be
more carefully explained.

The method uses a Monte Carlo algorithm with importance sampling to approx-
imate a convolution between the shading function S with a low-pass filter G at
each pixel p that reduces spatial aliasing:

fN [p] =
1
N

·
N∑
i=1

S(p + gi[p]) (3.16)

where gi[p] is a per-pixel random jitter offset that is taken from a Gaussian dis-
tribution, G, with standard deviation σG, N is the number of samples and fN [p]
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is the pixel value at pixel p over N accumulated samples. The variance of the
estimator fN [p] is then

V ar(fN [p]) =
1
N

·V ar(f1[p]) (3.17)

where V ar(f1[p]) is the per-pixel variance of the Monte Carlo estimator using
one sample. The sum in Eq. 3.16 can be evaluated using a recursive exponential
smoothing filter over multiple frames and thus amortizing the cost.

ft[pc] = αt[pc] · S(pc + gt[pc]) + (1 − αt[p]) · ft−1[pp] (3.18)

So by updating the framebuffer ft at each current pixel, pc, with the blending of
a new jittered sample S(pc + gt[pc]) and the previous sample ft−1[pp] at the repro-
jected previous position pp, a running estimate of Eq. 3.16 can be maintained.
The blending is done by αt which can vary over time and per pixel.

This smoothing factor, αt[pc], is calculated for each pixel each frame by utilizing
an off-screen framebuffer that keeps track of the number of visual samples over
consecutive frames, Nt[pc]. For a dynamic scene this number varies across pixels
due to occlusion and it can be seen as the variance reduction factor for each pixel
(Eq. 3.17). This Nt[pc] is updated as

Nt[pc] = Nt−1[pc] + 1 (3.19)

if the pixel in question is visible. If it would be occluded Nt[pc] is set to 1 and
αt[p] is also set to 1 to give full weight to the current sample. Otherwise, αt[p] is
updated according to

αt[p] =
1

Nt−1[pc] + 1
(3.20)

A side note here is that Nt[pc] is updated a bit differently when motion is present
but that will be presented later in Eq. 3.29.

So how is this used to get an anti-aliased result with samples from previous
frames? The four previously calculated frames form so called sub-pixel buffers
at screen resolution and they store samples associated with one quadrant of each
pixel, and thus form a 4x supersampled result if one centered sample from each
buffer is used. Since the sample positions are jittered differently each frame, ac-
cording to a Gaussian distribution, they will exceed 4x supersampling in quality
for a static scene since all samples can be reused between consecutive frames.
These sub-pixel buffers can be called bk where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and since they
are responsible for one quadrant each they will have the screen space offsets
φk ∈

{(
−0.25
−0.25

)
,
(
−0.25
0.25

)
,
(

0.25
−0.25

)
,
(

0.25
0.25

)}
relative to the current pixel center, respectively.

The algorithm can now be summarized in a step-by-step list:

1. Evaluate a new sample
st[pc] = evaluateSample(pc +φi(t) + gt[pc]). Evaluate the procedural shader
at a new sample position.

2. Update a sub-pixel buffer
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bi(t)[pc] = updateSubpixelBuf f er(bk[pc], st[pc], Nt[pc]). Update one sub-
pixel buffer using all previous sub-pixel buffers, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, the new
sample and the number of accumulated samples.

3. Compute the new pixel color
ft[pc] = computeP ixelColor(bk[pc], st[pc], Nt[pc]). Compute the output pixel
color given the sub-pixel buffers in their un-updated versions, the new sam-
ple and the number of effective samples.

4. Update the effective number of samples
Nt[pc] = updateNumberOf Samples(Nt[pc]). Update the new per-pixel ef-
fective number of samples used to calculate the smoothing factor αt[pc].

And these steps, except step 4, are also illustrated in Figure 3.11:

Figure 3.11: 7Amortized supersampling: Algorithm overview.

The steps will now be explained more thorough.

• Step 1: Evaluate a new sample
The procedural shader is evaluated at a new sample position determined
by the current jitter offset, φi(t), and a random offset value, gt[pc], drawn
from a Gaussian distribution added to get a random sample position in the
current quadrant. See the top left image of Figure 3.12.

7Modified version of original image from [53]
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• Step 2: Update a sub-pixel buffer
All sub-pixel buffers are accessed using reprojection to reconstruct b̃(pc +
φi(t)), which is a weighting of four samples from each sub-pixel buffer to
one sample, i.e. bilinear resampling of each subpixel buffer. The sample
given by this weighting will thus be calculated from 16 samples. See Eq.
3.21.

b̃(pc + φi(t)) =

∑
k,4 wk,4bi(t−k−1)

[
bpck c + 4

]∑
k,4 wk,4

(3.21)

Where 4 ∈
{(

0
0

)
,
(

1
0

)
,
(

0
1

)
,
(

1
1

)}
and wk,4 = Λrk (pck − (bpck c+4)). Λr is a bilinear

tent function defined for a vector d as

Λr (d) = clamp(1 − |d.x|
r
, 0, 1) · clamp(1 −

|d.y|
r
, 0, 1) (3.22)

that with a r = 0.5 encompasses the current quadrant. As an approximation,
instead of re-projecting the samples that fall within this r to the current
frame, the positions pck are calculated as the centers of these tent functions
re-projected back into each sub-pixel buffer by accounting for the sub-pixel
jitters as

pck = reprojectiont−k−1(pc + φi(t)) − φi(t−k−1), k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (3.23)

Note however that Eq. 3.21 is equivalent to taking the weighted average of
the values of each sub-pixel buffer resampled using the standard hardware
implementation of bilinear interpolation at the positions bpck c + ok where

ok =

wk,(0
1

) + wk,
(
1
1

)
wk

,
wk,

(
1
0

) + wk,
(
1
1

)
wk

T (3.24)

so Eq. 3.21 is equivalent to

b̃(pc + φi(t)) =

∑
k,4 wk,4bi(t−k−1)

(
bpck c + ok

)∑
k,4 wk,4

(3.25)

and this is proved in the appendix of the original paper [53].

An example of how a buffer updating step works using reprojection of the
tent center positions, pck , is illustrated in Figure 3.12 below.
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Figure 3.12: Amortized supersampling: Updating a sub-pixel buffer.

To the left in Figure 3.12 are the reprojections of the current pixel, pc, of
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the four sub-pixel buffers, black filled lines, placed on top of their non-
jittered versions, black dotted lines. The red dots are the sample points in
the buffers and the first part of Eq. 3.23 will make the position to end
up φi(t) from there for all buffers. The next part of the same equation
will translate the position further to align with the middle of the quad-
rant being updated in the non-jittered version. The area the green dashed
line encompasses is the area that fall within the tent function and as can
be seen in the figure it is the quadrant being updated in the non-jittered
version for all buffers. All samples, red dots, that are within the green
boundaries will contribute to the updated buffer and their samples are
calculated as in Eq. 3.21 or Eq. 3.25, i.e. by bilinear resampling. To
the right is a new sample in the currently updated quadrant calculated as
st = BilinearSample(pc + φi(t) + gt[pc]). This new sample together with the
sample contributions from the sub-pixel buffers form the new updated sub-
pixel buffer bi(t) using the smoothing factor αt at the current pixel pc, see
Eq. 3.26. The figure illustrates the case of no motion and in that case it can
be seen that only the buffer being updated, bi(t−4), has samples in the tent
function area. So that sample point is retrieved unaltered. Under motion
more samples will contribute from the different sub-pixel buffers.

bi(t)[pc] = (αt[pc]) · st[pc] + (1 − αt[pc]) · b̃(pc + φi(t)) (3.26)

• Step 3: Compute the new pixel color
The calculation of the final pixel color is very similar to the updating of a
sub-pixel buffer. What differs is the tent center positions which instead are
calculated according to

pck = reprojectiont−k−1(pc) − φi(t−k−1), k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (3.27)

and the radius of the tent function, which instead is 2 times the radius of
the buffer updating. So Eq. 3.21 or Eq. 3.25 is used with another pck to get
the sub-pixel buffer contributions. In Figure 3.13 this is explained with an
illustration.
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Figure 3.13: Amortized supersampling: Computing the final pixel color.

As can be seen in this figure the first part of Eq. 3.27 will make the position
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end up on the sample position of the buffers. The next part, φi(t−k−1), will
determine the center position for the tent function, which can be seen are
in the middle of the non-jittered version for all sub-pixel buffers. The green
lines now encompasses four times the area of the buffer updating because
the radius is twice as large. All samples, red dots, that are within these
areas contribute to the final pixel color and it can be seen that all buffers
contribute with the same weight in this case (no motion as above). The posi-
tions pck are bilinearly resampled with its four closest neighbors and thus a
sample constructed from 16 samples comes from the sub-pixel buffers. The
previously calculated new sample is combined with the weighted buffer
sample to form the final pixel color of the current pixel in ft with the help
of the smoothing factor αt . Below is the final frame color update equation
for the current pixel pc.

ft[pc] =
(
αt[pc]
K

)
· st[pc] +

(
1 −

αt[pc]
K

)
· f̃ (pc) (3.28)

st[pc] is included in this formula because the estimate f̃ (pc) is computed
using the old contents of sub-pixel buffer bi(t), before it is updated in step

2. A consequence of this is that st[pc] is weighted by αt[pc]
K because it will

only contribute to one of the K = 4 sub-pixel buffers.

• Step 4: Update the effective number of samples
The buffer containing the effective number of samples accumulated for each
pixel, Nt , is updated using the old values in Nt−1 and αt according to

Nt[pc] =
(
αt[pc]

2 +
(1 − αt[pc])2

Nt−1[reprojectiont−1(pc)]

)−1

(3.29)

instead of as in Eq. 3.19. This is to account for the lower bounds set to αt in
order to avoid too much blur. To maintain the old and new sample count a
pair of ping-pong buffers are used.

One thing to note about the radius of the tent function is that in order to account
for changes in scale during minification or magnification, it is calculated as

rk =

∥∥∥∥∥∥J[ppk ] ·
(
0.5
0.5

)∥∥∥∥∥∥∞ (3.30)

where J[ppk ] is the Jacobian of each position in the previous frames (sub-pixel
buffers) and it can be implemented in pixel shaders using the intrinsic functions
ddx and ddy (Functions that computes the partial derivative with respect to the
screen space coordinate.). This rk is used when updating a sub-pixel buffer and
when computing the final frame color 2 · rk is used instead.

To limit the amount of blur (variance of the sample distribution, i.e. the differ-
ence in distance from the sampling point closest to the center of the pixel to the
sampling point furthest from the center of the pixel.) due to the resampling when
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updating a buffer a dynamic threshold that depends on the velocity is used for
αt . In the case of general motion, i.e. not constant panning motion, the sam-
ple positions will be at constant offset positions given by the fractional velocity
v = reprojectiont−1(pc)− breprojectiont−1(pc)c. Further, if bilinear resampling is
used and that a constant smoothing factor α is used the expected blur variance
E(σ2

t [pc]) converges to

σ2
v = σ2

G +
1 − α
α

·
vx(1 − vx) + vy(1 − vy)

2
(3.31)

as t → ∞. If bilinear resampling only is used, which is not the case since the
resampling depends on the type of motion, the threshold for α could simply be
the inverted function in Eq. 3.31. The authors of the paper [53] proposing this aa
algorithm instead uses a pre-calculated table ατb (v) which is accessed at runtime
to retrieve the value of α that meets the desired threshold for the measured per-
pixel velocity. Also, instead of using a simple round-robin updating order (i(t) =
tmodK) for the sub-pixel buffers, they use an irregular update order to break
spatial drift coherence caused by nearest neighbor resampling which occurs in
the case of constant panning motion.

There is also a threshold for αt to account for signal changes, i.e. surface shading
changes, such as light, shadows and specular highlights but the details of how
this is done will not be discussed here.

An image showing how the updating of a sub-pixel buffer look for the static case
and how it could look in the case of general motion can be seen in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: 8Updating of a sub-pixel buffer: a) In the static case, no resam-
pling blur is introduced because the previous sample is retrieved unaltered.
b) In the case of general motion the method described selects those samples
closest to the desired quadrant center to limit the amount of resampling blur.
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In the areas where the reprojection fails, i.e. disoccluded areas etc. (see Section
3.6.2), adaptive evaluation is used. This means that the procedural shader is
invoked at the appropriate quadrant offset and then evaluated from one to five
times in order to improve the quality in those regions.

A final note is that non-uniform random sampling, for example utilized by this
method, will reduce aliasing but could at the same time introduce more noise to
the final image [49].

3.9 Evaluation methods of anti-aliasing

In many papers and technical reports the image quality evaluation of anti-aliasing
is just a subjective measurement by visual inspection of images side by side, an
example is the SMAA report [11]. Some authors do have an objective measure-
ment to complement the subjective evaluation, for example the above Amortized
Supersampling paper [53]. They use a PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) to get
a quality measure of their method compared to no anti-aliasing and to other anti-
aliasing methods. As a ground truth to compare against authors usually have a
supersampled version of the same frame and either they calculate an objective
measurement to compare how well it matches this ground truth or they subjec-
tively states that it approaches the quality of the ground truth, if they think that
is the case.

Something that almost every aa paper evaluates is performance, i.e. the time, of-
ten in milliseconds (ms), it takes to produce a frame with the aa method enabled
is compared against the time it takes for other methods and no method at all
enabled.

Extra memory consumption of implementing an aa method is something that
often is mentioned when it comes to evaluation. This usually involve size changes
in the backbuffer, the depth buffer and if additional render targets are used [11],
[53].

8Image from the Amortized Supersampling talk, http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~gfx/pubs/
Yang_2009_AMS/yang_siga09_slides.pdf

http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~gfx/pubs/Yang_2009_AMS/yang_siga09_slides.pdf
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~gfx/pubs/Yang_2009_AMS/yang_siga09_slides.pdf
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Presented in this chapter are the tools used for implementation, the integration
of existing anti-aliasing methods, two different temporal anti-aliasing implemen-
tations and the evaluation methods.

4.1 Tools

Beneath follows a list of tools used during the execution of the project.

• Visual Studio 2013 (VS13)
The integrated development environment (IDE) used for implementation
of the anti-aliasing algorithms was Visual Studio 2013.

• DirectX 11 (DX11)
The application programming interface (API) that have been used to render
graphics was the graphics library DX11. DirectX is Microsoft’s equivalent
of OpenGL.

• C++
C++ have been the programming language used when programming on
CPU.

• High-Level Shading Language (HLSL)
HLSL have been the programming language used when programming on
GPU, i.e. programming the different shaders.

• Matlab
Matlab was used for initial prototyping of possible algorithms and for the
objective evaluation.

61
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• Perforce
Perforce was used for version handling of all C++ code.

• Git
Git have been used for version handling of this master thesis report and
also of all C++ code.

4.2 Framework and test environment

To begin with a graphics framework was needed to be able to build a test envi-
ronment relatively quick as there was no time to build everything from scratch.
The supervisor at Avalanche Studios, Emil Person, provided a framework to start
from. This framework was from one of his own projects and he used it in the
GBAA project [35] and it utilizes DirectX 10. So that project with the included
graphics framework was used as a starting point.

First the framework needed to be ported from DX10 to DX11 since some features
of DX11 was needed for the implementation and integration of some anti-aliasing
methods. This involved some work and after it was done the scene had to be
modified in order to be representative for the problems addressed by this thesis.

New models and textures where chosen for the test environment and the models
were chosen such that all aliasing prone geometry types were represented. The
textures were chosen such that both simple textures with few details should be
represented and also more detailed, and thus higher frequency content, were
included so that shading aliasing would be represented as well. When it comes
to the geometry, a village model including both common edges and thin geometry
was chosen. Thin geometry in this model is represented as light poles and phone
wires, which are common in games and very prone to aliasing. The street of the
village model is textured with a cobblestone texture which is prone to shading
aliasing. Also, the windows of the houses have thin window bars in their textures
which of course also is prone to aliasing. The town model is the only static model
in the test environment and to make this test environment representative to a
game, some dynamic objects were needed too. Here an apple model was used
in two different sizes and they were given some motion in different directions.
They are textured with an image of tiled stones so that it would be possible to
see blur due to reprojection of moving objects even if the camera is still. The
last model to be included was a dinosaur skeleton with thin geometry and to that
model a rotation and translation were added so that it moves around in a circle.
The dinosaur model have a texture with very small variations and are almost
one-colored. A skybox depicting a cloudy sky was also added.

The scene also needed lighting and fortunately, this already existed in the previ-
ous project as a deferred lighting pass and a deferred ambient pass. The deferred
lighting and ambient techniques are two applications of the deferred shading
technique, which are techniques that perform calculations of some effect after all
geometry have been rendered, i.e. in a kind of post-processing step, and it is car-
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ried out in screen space. That means the calculations are made per pixel. Details
will not be explained of how this works but the curious might look it up.

Even though row major matrices are the standard in DirectX math libraries, col-
umn major matrices are used by the framework. This has the effect of inverted
matrix multiplication order compared to the row major case.

An overview image from the test environment can be seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The test environment.

Information about how to download and run the test environment program can
be found in Appendix C and a user guide of how to control the program has been
created and placed in Appendix B.

4.3 Integration

This section describe how the existing anti-aliasing methods were integrated into
the test environment. All aa methods were made into C++ classes and these
classes hold each aa methods settings, render targets etc. with some exceptions.

4.3.1 GBAA

The advantage of using Emil Persson’s GBAA project was that GBAA (Section 3.3)
already was integrated and could be used as one of the aa methods to evaluate
against. But it had to be rewritten some because the geometry shader was always
executed even though no anti-aliasing was enabled. The shaders used for the
rendering of the models were made into two versions, one without the geometry
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shader stage to use when no aa is enabled and one with the geometry shader stage
to use when GBAA is enabled.

A debug shader of the GBAA method was also added to be able to see which
pixels that are changed by the method. An example of the GBAA debug shader
in action can be found in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: GBAA in debug mode.

4.3.2 FXAA

The FXAA method was retrieved to the test environment by simply taking the
shader code, originally written by Timothy Lottes at Nvidia, used in Avalanche
Studios’s Just Cause 3 (JC3) game. The actual integration was made by looking at
the Avalanche code and adapt that to how the test environment was implemented.
Some minor things had to be rewritten to get it to work. FXAA quality preset 3 is
used which is the default quality setting with good performance and high quality
without artifacts. The presets above 3 are just designed to show the upper limits
of the tunable parameters of FXAA. The FXAA implementation includes a couple
of debug modes that draw the affected pixels with color coding depending on
how they affect the final result. A specific debug shader was created from this to
be able to switch between FXAA and the debug mode of FXAA at runtime. See
Figure 4.3 for how FXAA in debug mode looks like in the test environment.
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Figure 4.3: FXAA in debug mode: Pixels passing the local con-
trast test are classified as horizontal, in gold, or vertical, in blue, if
FXAA_DEBUG_HORZVERT is defined in the FXAA shader.

There are more debug flags than the above already available in the FXAA shader
code and an example of them all can be found in Figure 3.6.

4.3.3 FXAA (CS)

A form of compute shader is available in DX10 but it has some limitations so to be
able to integrate FXAA implemented on compute shader the framework needed
to be ported from DX10 to DX11. This involved some work and thereafter FXAA
CS could be integrated quite smoothly. The code for FXAA (CS) is taken from
Avalanche Studios game Mad Max (MM) and was originally written by James
Stanard of Team Hemi at Microsoft.

The debug mode of this FXAA implementation is a bit different from the one in
regular FXAA. If the PixelShift (the blending distance that ranges from 0.0 to 0.5)
is greater than 0.01 the affected pixels will be a mix of red and green color or in
the edge cases either red or green. See Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.4: FXAA (CS) in debug mode: Red and green, or a mix, is the af-
fected pixels of this method.

4.3.4 MSAA

Anti-aliasing and deferred shading are not compatible many sources claim, es-
pecially with multisampling. The GBAA implemented by Emil Persson proves
the opposite. Also, FXAA will not be affected by deferred lighting but that form
of anti-aliasing is a post-processing approximation and does not change the sam-
pling rate. Supersampling with jittered frames should also work with deferred
techniques.

Of course, multisampling will not work straight from the box but with some
workarounds it is possible [33]. In this test environment MSAA is not imple-
mented as in [33] but another workaround made it work. In DirectX 10, a feature
allowing users to access individual samples of multisampled render targets in
shaders was introduced. As the framework used is ported to DirectX 11 this fea-
ture is also available in the implementation of the test environment.

What is done in the deferred lighting and ambient shader to make MSAA work
is that the multisampled render targets are inputs along with an integer telling
the number of multisamples. The lighting is calculated for each sample and the
output is still a multisample render target. This output is then used in a resolve
pass to get the final frame. Part of the deferred lighting pixel shader can be seen
in Listing 4.1.
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for (int subSampleIdx = 0; subSampleIdx < MS; subSampleIdx++)
{
float depth = Depth.Load(texCoord, subSampleIdx).x;

[branch]
if (depth >= ZBounds.x && depth <= ZBounds.y)
{
float4 base = Base.Load(texCoord, subSampleIdx);

float3 normal = Normal.Load(texCoord, subSampleIdx).xyz;
.
.
.

}

Listing 4.1: Deferred lighting pixel shader with MS support.

Where MS is the number of multisamples. Since MS decides how many samples
to calculate the light for, this shader can be used with any multisampling order,
given that it is supported by the hardware. In DirectX 11 the multisample orders
supported can be found by calling the DirectX function CheckMultisampleQual-
ityLevels. In the program this is done like in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Code for checking suported multisampling order. The output
shows that up to eight samples per pixel are supported.

As seen in the output window of Figure 4.5, eight samples per pixel is the highest
multisample order supported by the hardware used. So for reference and evalua-
tion all these available orders are integrated in the test environment. 8xMSAA is
used as a ground truth since it is the highest supported order of multisampling.

When MSAA is enabled and after passing the lighting calculations, the resolve
pass is carried out by calling the DirectX function ResolveSubresource.
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4.4 Implementation

This section describe how the two temporal methods were implemented in the
test environment.

4.4.1 ASAA

This method was the first attempt to implement a temporal anti-aliasing method.
As it is inspired by the work of Amortized supersampling (Section 3.8) it was
decided to call it Amortized Supersampling Anti-Aliasing, abbreviated ASAA.

The main difference with this implementation is that it is not intended for proce-
dural shaders as the original method. As a result of this many things have to be
implemented differently, but some stay the same.

First a class for handling the sub-pixel buffers was created. This class contain
a render target with the same size and format, RGBA8, as the framebuffer, the
projection matrix and a view matrix. The projection matrix is the non-jittered
version and it is never changed while the view matrix is updated every time the
buffer in question is updated, which will be once every fourth frame.

This class is then included in the ASAA class and four instances of it is created at
initialization along with render targets for the final frame, a temporary sub-pixel
buffer, the effective number of samples and a temporary version of the same, the
previous depth buffer and a temporary version of the previous depth. So all in
all ASAA has ten extra render targets.

In the Amortized supersampling paper the authors does not describe how the
jitter offset gt is drawn from the Gaussian distribution each frame. One way they
can have done this is by using a pre-calculated table of a Gaussian distribution
with their proposed value of the standard deviation. This would be similar to the
way they determine the blur threshold of the smoothing factor α. The jitter offset
gt is then used in the procedural shader to evaluate the new sample of the current
frame.

In this thesis work the Gaussian offset is instead calculated on the CPU using a
method often referred to as the Marsaglia polar method [7]. It is a method that uses
a pseudo-random number sampling method for generating a pair of independent
random Gaussian variables. From the original article and some other sources the
code below could be written.
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float2 ASAA::getGaussianOffset(int seed)
{
double mean = 0.0;
// standard deviation from Amortized Supersampling
double variance = 0.2575*0.2575;

srand(seed);

double u = 0.0;
double v = 0.0;
double s = 0.0;

do
{
u = (rand() / ((double)RAND_MAX)) * 2.0 - 1.0;

v = (rand() / ((double)RAND_MAX)) * 2.0 - 1.0;
s = u * u + v * v;

} while ((s >= 1.0) || (s == 0.0));

s = sqrt(-2.0 * log(s) / s);

return float2((float)(mean + variance * u * s), (float)(mean + variance * v * s));
}

Listing 4.2: Code for generation of a Gaussian random offset.

The result of this function is gt , which is used when jittering the projection matrix.
The pseudo-random u and v that slips through the do-while statement will be in
the interval (−1, 1) and they are generated by a seeded random generator. The
seed is round(averageFrameTime * 1000.0f) where averageFrameTime is the sum
of the frame time of 1 to 1000 frames (averageFrameTime is mainly used when
evaluating performance of the different methods).

Now the algorithm on the CPU side can be described in a step-by-step list.

1. Jitter the projection matrix
The current index tells which sub-pixel buffer to update each frame and
this index is ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Depending on this index the offset of the pro-
jection matrix is set as one of the following screen space quadrant offsets:{(
−0.25
−0.25

)
,
(
−0.25
0.25

)
,
(

0.25
−0.25

)
,
(

0.25
0.25

)}
. This offset plus gt is then multiplied by two and

divided by the width of the viewport for the x-component and for the y-
component it is multiplied by minus two and then divided by the height to
get the right translation offset for the projection matrix (See Section 3.7.1 for
how this is derived.). From this final offset a translation matrix is created
and applied to the projection matrix. Another version of the projection ma-
trix is also created without the Gaussian offset gt to be used in the updating
of a sub-pixel buffer and the final frame.

2. Draw scene
The scene is drawn with the projection matrix containing the current quad-
rant offset and the Gaussian offset gt . So all models are rendered at a sub-
pixel offset and the lighting calculations are also carried out at a sub-pixel
offset.

3. Updating sub-pixel buffer and final frame
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Then the actual ASAA updating is computed. First the index of the current
sub-pixel buffer to be updated are set for the ASAA class along with the up-
dated versions of the view matrix and the current projection matrix without
the Gaussian offset gt , i.e. the projection matrix with only the current quad-
rant offset. Then the ASAA apply function is called and the shaders execute
the algorithm (This will be described later on.). When the updating is done
the final result is copied to the backbuffer to be displayed on screen.

4. Updating index
The index is updated at the end of the frame updating and the algorithm
starts over at step 1.

When the apply function is called three render targets are set for output: the fi-
nal frame, the temporary sub-pixel buffer and the temporary effective samples
buffer. Then the needed constants, textures etc. are set for the shaders, including
the current frame texture, the four sub-pixel buffers, the current and previous
depth texture and the effective samples texture. The previous depth texture is
a four channel 16-bit texture containing the sub-pixel buffer depths. Also, two
arrays of view and projection matrices are set for the shader. One of these ar-
rays contain the current and previous view matrices corresponding to the current
frame and the four sub-pixel buffers, multiplied with the non-jittered projection
matrix. The other array is constructed from the same view matrices but instead
multiplied with the jittered projection matrix. That is ten matrices all together.

Then the shaders are invoked and the GPU side of this algorithm starts. A full-
screen pass (see Section 2.2.2) is carried out in the vertex shader along with direc-
tion calculations to be used for reprojection. This can be found in Listing 3.6.

In the pixel shader the depth is retrieved from the current depth texture and
then linearized using the method described in Section 2.2.3. By combining this
linearized depth, the camera position and the direction calculated in the vertex
shader as in Listing 3.7 the world position is found. This world position can
the be used to get the previous positions in screen space with the help of the
corresponding view and projection matrices. This is the same method used when
calculating motion vectors for static objects with static or dynamic camera so
this will not give the correct positions for the dynamic objects. This method was
used to get everything up and running but can be modified to work for dynamic
objects as well.

The next step is to load the effective number of samples at the current pixel posi-
tion from the samples texture. Then the function updateASAA, which is included
in the header file ASAAShaderIncludes.h, is called with all needed parameters.

Depending on the index being updated an array of the previous indices is initial-
ized to be used when updating the sub-pixel buffer and the final frame. These
updates are done as described in Eq. 3.25 which is equivalent to Eq. 3.21. The
implementation of that equation is using two for-loops, one over the four sub-
pixel buffers and one over the four nearest sample positions in each buffer. At
the start of the first for-loop the previous position of the current sub-pixel buffer
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is calculated from the world position by multiplication of the corresponding
view-projection matrix (without any jitter) and the perspective divide by the w-
channel. That position is then mapped to texture coordinates (UV, [0, 1]) and then
to screen space coordinates. The sample rejection of the reprojected position is
the next step and it is done almost as described in Section 3.6.2. The border re-
jection is exactly the same as in Listing 3.9 while the depth and magnification
rejection differ slightly. See Listing 4.3.

float prevLinDepth = LinearizeDepth(pDepth[k], linearDepthParams);
float currLinDepth = LinearizeDepth(previousPositionUV.z, linearDepthParams);

bool miss = false;

float2 pixelRadius = max(ddx(previousPositionSS), ddy(previousPositionSS));

// Miss if the reprojected (previous) position is more than pixelRadius
// away from closest pixel (integer value)
miss = miss || abs(previousPositionSS.x - round(previousPositionSS.x)) > pixelRadius

.x || abs(previousPositionSS.y - round(previousPositionSS.y)) > pixelRadius.y;

// Miss if the depth difference is over a dynamic and linear threshold
miss = miss || (currLinDepth - prevLinDepth) > (0.08f*currLinDepth);

// Miss if the previous position is outside of the frustum(screen)
miss = miss || saturate(previousPositionUV.x) != previousPositionUV.x || saturate(

previousPositionUV.y) != previousPositionUV.y;

Listing 4.3: Rejection in ASAA

For the rejection of newly disoccluded pixels the previous and current depth are
compared. As can be seen, the depth from the previous depth texture and the
z-component of the previous position are linearized using the function in Listing
2.2. If the difference of the current depth minus the previous depth is larger than
the current depth multiplied by 0.08 it is considered a miss. Why the threshold
is 0.08f*currLinDepth and not a small constant threshold is because at larger
depths the values in the depth buffers are more spread out. Below is an example
of which pixels are rejected with a constant small threshold.
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Figure 4.6: Disoccluded pixel area rejection with small constant threshold.

As can be seen in Figure 4.6 a lot of pixels that are not newly disoccluded pixels
are rejected (marked with magenta), for example on the small apple in the sky.
But the threshold need to be even smaller for geometry that is very close to the
camera. An even smaller threshold is tested in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Disoccluded pixel area rejection with very small constant thresh-
old.

Then it is really obvious to see that pixels that does not have to be rejected in fact
are rejected. What if the threshold is quite large instead?

Figure 4.8: Disoccluded pixel area rejection with large constant threshold.
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Now the rejection looks good for distant geometry but one can also see that rejec-
tion of nearby geometry does not work. Take a closer look at the nearby light pole
where ghosting is clearly visible on the right side of the geometry. If instead a dy-
namic linear threshold is used the rejection is satisfying both close to the camera
and far away in the distance, see Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Disoccluded pixel area rejection with dynamic linear threshold.

The light poles in the distance and the ones closer to the camera now have correct
rejection. The constant scaling of 0.08 was chosen after some testing and was not
calculated in any way.

The rejection of pixels because of magnification is different from that described
in Listing 3.10 because that strategy triggered large and incoherent regions of
refreshment, which the authors describing that technique noted as a possibility
[31], see Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Magnification rejection of reprojected pixels with the 0.5 scal-
ing of the radius.

If the scaling with 0.5 was removed the method rejected fewer pixels and the
result of this can be seen in the image below.

Figure 4.11: Magnification rejection of reprojected pixels.

This way of rejecting pixels due to magnification with a larger radius will lead
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to fewer rejections and it will only reject those pixels that are affected by severe
magnification.

A note is that the authors of [48] claim that in practice, minification and magni-
fication scale is often small and can therefore often be neglected. They recom-
mended to apply this only when strictly necessary. The minification is therefore
not handled at all and it can be seen in Figure 4.11 that most of the pixels rejected
by magnification rejection method also are rejected by the newly disoccluded
depth rejection.

As mentioned, the border rejection is exactly as described in Section 3.6.2 and
looks like this:

Figure 4.12: Border rejection of reprojected pixels.

All these methods of rejecting reprojected pixels are combined and showed in
Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.13: All rejection methods of reprojected pixels combined.

Continuing with the algorithm, the rejected pixels need to give full weight to the
current frame and in that case the number of effective samples are set to zero and
that will lead to that the smoothing factor α is one after updating using Eq. 3.20.

If a pixel is not rejected, the previous position with quadrant offset is calculated
from the world position using the view-projection matrix with jitter offset corre-
sponding to the sub-pixel buffer being updated. It is done in the same way as
for the non-jittered position. Then the tent center positions described in Eq. 3.23
and Eq. 3.27 are calculated as

float2 p_k_b = previousPositionOffsetSS - quadrant[index_prev[k]];
float2 iP_k_b = floor(p_k_b) + float2(0.5f, 0.5f);

float2 p_k_f = previousPositionSS - quadrant[index_prev[k]];
float2 iP_k_f = floor(p_k_f) + float2(0.5f, 0.5f);

float2 radius_b = tentRadius(previousPositionSS);
float2 radius_f = 2 * radius_b;

Listing 4.4: Calculations of the tent centers for the sub-pixel buffer update
and for the final frame update.

Where p_k_b and p_k_f are the tent center positions for the buffer update and the
final frame update, respectively. iP_k_b and iP_k_f are used later when utilizing
the hardware implementation of bilinear sampling. The two last lines are the
tent radius calculations and the tent radius function looks like this:

float2 tentRadius(float2 pos)
{
float2 r = max(abs(ddx(pos)), abs(ddy(pos)))*0.5f;
return r;

}

Listing 4.5: Function for calculating the current tent radius.
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The sub-pixel buffer updating and final frame updating are done as in Eq. 3.25
using the different tent center positions with integer offsets and the tent radius
as input to the tent function.

float tent(float2 radius, float2 v) // v1 = vector1, v2 = vector2, v = v2 - v1
{
return clamp(1 - abs(v.x) / radius.x, 0, 1)*clamp(1 - abs(v.y) / radius.y, 0, 1);

}

Listing 4.6: Tent function for calculating sample weights.

This is carried out in another for-loop to calculate the weights for the four nearby
sample positions needed when calculating the offset position for the bilinear sam-
pling, ok in Eq. 3.24. The sample positions and the bilinear sampling will then
be

float2 sample_pos_b = iP_k_b + offset_b;
float2 sample_pos_f = iP_k_f + offset_f;

b += w_k_b*subpixelBuffer[k].Sample(bilinearSampler, clamp((sample_pos_b) /
screenSize, 0, 1), 0).rgb;

f += w_k_f*subpixelBuffer[k].Sample(bilinearSampler, clamp((sample_pos_f) /
screenSize, 0, 1), 0).rgb;

Listing 4.7: The bilinear sampling of the sub-pixel buffer for updating a
buffer and the final frame.

The result of this, b and f, are then normalized outside of the two for-loops by
their total weight w_b and w_f calculated in the second for-loop.

The new sample is now retrieved from the current frame that have been calcu-
lated with a quadrant offset and a Gaussian offset gt . The sample is just retrieved
unaltered from the current frame texture using a texture Load or point sampling
at the current position received from the vertex shader.

The last step is to do the blending between the new sample and the contributions
from the sub-pixel buffers in order to update the sub-pixel buffer in question and
the final frame. The smoothing factor α is calculated as

float updateSmoothingFactor(uint samples)
{
float a = 1.0f / (float)(samples + 1);
return a;

}

Listing 4.8: The function for updating the smoothing factor α.

where samples are the effective number of samples taken from the effective num-
ber of samples texture. The blending is then done according to Eq. 3.26 and Eq.
3.28 for the sub-pixel buffer and the final frame, respectively. See Listing 4.9.
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float alpha = updateSmoothingFactor(sampleUpdate);

float4 buffer = float4(alpha*currentSample_b, 1.0f) + float4((1 - alpha)*b, 1.0f);

float4 frame;
if (alpha == 1.0f)
frame = float4(currentSample_b, 1.0f);

else
frame = float4((alpha / K)*currentSample_b, 1.0f) + float4((1 - alpha / K)*f, 1.0f

);

Listing 4.9: The blending of the current sample with the buffer and final
frame contributions.

This is written to the render targets along with the updated number of effective
samples contributing to the pixel. If the pixel was rejected, zero will be written
to the samples texture. Otherwise the new sample count will be the previous
number of samples plus one.

Back on the CPU side of things again the just updated sub-pixel buffer gets its
view matrix updated to the current view matrix and the result written to the
temporary sub-pixel buffer is copied to the corresponding sub-pixel buffer using
the current index. The temporary texture with the number of effective samples
are also copied to the non-temporary version of that render target.

Then the previous depths have to be updated before the algorithm starts over
again. This is done in a full-screen pass where the previous depth is set as render
target and the temporary previous depth and the current depth is used as input.
Depending on the index that have just been updated this is carried out differently
in the pixel shader that can be seen below.

PsOut main(PS_IN In)
{
PsOut Out;

// Retrieve depth value for the pixel.
int3 screen_coord = int3(In.HPosition.xy, 0);
float z_over_w = DepthTexture.Load(screen_coord).r;
float4 depth = PrevDepthTexture.Load(screen_coord).rgba;

if (Index == 0)
Out.PreviousDepth = float4(z_over_w, depth.gba);

else if (Index == 1)
Out.PreviousDepth = float4(depth.r, z_over_w, depth.ba);

else if (Index == 2)
Out.PreviousDepth = float4(depth.rg, z_over_w, depth.a);

else if (Index == 3)
Out.PreviousDepth = float4(depth.rgb, z_over_w);

return Out;
}

Listing 4.10: The pixel shader used to update the previous depth texture.

This was the more thorough description of how step 3 in the algorithm was im-
plemented. If this implementation is compared to the one of Amortized super-
sampling a few differences are found.
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To start with, the blur threshold of Amortized supersampling have not been im-
plemented in the same way. Instead a simpler version is used to limit the blur
where the amount of samples accumulated are restricted to four samples under
motion and not restricted at all for static scenes. In code it looks like this:

if (abs(previousPositionUV.x - currentPositionUV.x) != 0.0f || abs(
previousPositionUV.y - currentPositionUV.y) != 0.0f)

samples = 4;

Listing 4.11: Code for limiting the blur due to accumulated samples in
motion.

This will lead to that the smallest smoothing factor possible under motion is
α = 1

4+1 = 0.2. The smaller α is the more history is used since the sub-pixel con-
tributions are weighted by 1−α. The updating of the effective number of samples
are therefore not calculated as in Eq. 3.29 but instead as in the simpler Eq. 3.19.
To maintain the new and old effective number of samples ping-pong buffers are
not used but instead two UINT textures. The threshold proposed in Amortized
supersampling to account for signal changes have not been implemented at all.

Another difference is that the adaptive evaluation of newly disoccluded areas
could not be implemented in the same way as for Amortized supersampling since
they just evaluate the procedural shader several times in those areas. No replac-
ing method to handle those cases have been implemented but some ideas of how
to do it exist. More on this in Section 6.3.1.

The most important difference is how new samples are computed. While it is
done in the procedural shader by offsetting with a random Gaussian offset in the
original implementation it is here instead done on the CPU when jittering the
projection matrix. To be able to update a sub-pixel buffer and the final frame
with the same result as in the original implementation two differently jittered
projection matrices are needed every frame. One with both the current quadrant
offset and the Gaussian offset used for rendering the current frame, i.e. the new
samples, and the other one with just the current quadrant offset used for reprojec-
tion in the shader. Because of this the calculation of the tent center positions are
a bit different and has already been shown in code in Listing 4.4. The equivalent
equation to Eq. 3.23 for calculating the tent center positions when updating a
sub-pixel buffer is

ppk ssφi(t)
= toScreenSpace(Mviewt−k−1projectionφi(t)

· pcw )

pck = ppk ssφi(t)
− φi(t−k−1), k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}

(4.1)

where Mviewt−k−1projectionφi(t)
are the view-projection matrices with the current

quadrant offset, pcw is the current world position and ppk ssφi(t)
are the previous

positions in screen space with the current quadrant offset. toScreenSpace is map-
ping the positions given by the matrix multiplication to screen space, i.e. a per-
spective divide and multiplication by float2(0.5,-0.5), adding float2(0.5,0.5) and
multiplication by the screen size for the x- and y-component.
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For updating the final frame the equivalent equation to Eq. 3.27 for the tent
center positions are calculated as

ppk ss = toScreenSpace(Mviewt−k−1projection · pcw )

pck = ppk ss − φi(t−k−1), k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
(4.2)

The above description of the most important difference also showed that the re-
projection is implemented a bit different too as a cause of how new samples are
evaluated. Some other methods have also been tried for reprojection but those
will not be explained here.

One thing that is wrong in this implementation is how the jittering of the pro-
jection matrix is done each frame. The translation is applied in a pre-multiply
manner to the projection matrix which will make the offset translation of the pro-
jection matrix depend on the view space depth. In order to get a constant offset
in screen space the translation of the projection matrix then have to vary with the
depth which is undesired. See Section 3.7.1 for the complete derivation of this
and especially Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.13 for how the translations will be for the x-
component using the wrong and correct way, respectively. For the y-component
take a look at Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15. From this it can be seen that the denominator
will also be a bit wrong if pre-multiply is used but that does not impact the result
considerably.

To sum it up, the correct way of calculating the translation offsets of the projec-
tion matrix have been used but the translation have been applied to the projection
matrix in the wrong way. The cause of this has partly to do with the matrix repre-
sentation of the framework used. Since DirectX usually has row major matrices
but the framework used has a column major representation of matrices the multi-
plication order have to be flipped to get the correct behavior which was not taken
into account during implementation. The transformation matrices were believed
to be row major matrices at first which led to this error.

4.4.2 T2MSAA

This is the second attempt to implement a temporal anti-aliasing method. As the
above ASAA this method also takes advantage of temporal supersampling, but
with just one previous frame instead of four. This simplifies implementation a lot
and it also reduces the amount of render targets needed, but since multisampling
is used for some render targets the memory usage is not reduced much compared
to ASAA.

The render targets held by the T2MSAA class is the final frame render target, the
effective number of samples and a temporary version of the effective number of
samples. Since the name is T2MSAA, multisampling is obviously used for some
render targets. The standard render targets used for rendering the scene with no
anti-aliasing are multisampling render targets instead and the order of two have
been chosen for the multisampling. That is the reason of why the method has the
number 2 in its name together with that it uses the current and previous frame for
2x temporal supersampling. The standard render targets that are 2x multisam-
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pling render targets are the current frame, the depth buffer, the base texture and
the normals texture, which are usually 1x multisampled. Another render target
is added for storing the previous depth and it is also 2x multisampled. A render
target to store the previous resolved result is also added. So all in all T2MSAA
uses four extra 1x multisampled render targets and four 2x multisampled render
targets that usually are 1x multisampled and an extra 2x multisampled render
target.

T2MSAA do not use the same approach for reprojection as ASAA. Instead it uti-
lizes a motion vector texture that is often used for motion blur in games. The mo-
tion vectors are calculated as described in Section 3.6.1 with two shader passes,
one for the dynamic objects and one full-screen pass for the static objects, and it
is carried out every frame iteration even if no anti-aliasing is enabled because it
could potentially be used for other purposes than reprojection in a real applica-
tion. This ensures that the cost of calculating the motion vectors are not included
in the performance measurement of T2MSAA. The motion vectors are stored in
16-bit floating point textures so no encoding and decoding of the motion vectors
are needed and the precision is sufficient for reprojection. An example of how the
final motion vector texture look can be seen in Figure 4.14 for an 8-bit UNORM
texture (values between [0,1]). The 8-bit UNORM format was used to be able to
copy the texture to the backbuffer with that format and display it on screen.

Figure 4.14: Motion vector texture of the scene.

This way of displaying the motion vectors was used during implementation as
an evaluation of the correctness of the calculations. The background color is the
result of no motion since the x- and y-component then are 0.5 when such a motion
vector is mapped to the range [0,1] and the z-component is zero.
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Since the depth is multisampled in T2MSAA the second motion vector pass have
to handle this. It is simply done by resolving the multisampled depth in the
beginning of the pixel shader of the second pass (see Listing 4.12).

// Retrieve depth value for the pixel.
int2 screen_coord = int2(In.HPosition.xy);
float z_over_w = 0.0f;

for (int subSampleIdx = 0; subSampleIdx < MSAASamples; ++subSampleIdx)
{
z_over_w += DepthTexture.Load(screen_coord, subSampleIdx).r / (float)MSAASamples;

}

float lin_depth = LinearizeDepth(z_over_w, LinearDepthParams);

Listing 4.12: Beginning of pixel shader for the second motion vector
calculation pass for multisampled depth.

The algorithm can now be explained. First off, the render targets for rendering
the scene are set as their 2x multisampled versions, i.e. the target, depth, base
and normal render targets are set as their 2x multisampling equivalents. The
light and ambient shaders used have to be the multisampling versions described
in Section 4.3.4 for the deferred lighting to work. Then the jittering of the pro-
jection matrix takes place so that the result will be 2x supersampled in the end.
Every other frame the two multisamples should be translated in screen space by
(−0.25, 0.25) and (0.25,−0.25) and to find the correct translations for the projec-
tion matrix Eq. 3.13 and Eq. 3.15 are used. It is implemented like this:

if (m_UseTAA->isChecked())
{
//___ Jittering of the projection matrix___
float2 screenSpaceOffset = m_FrameCount % 2 == 0 ? float2(-0.25f, 0.25f) : float2

(0.25f, -0.25f);

const float offsetX = (2.0f*screenSpaceOffset.x) / (float)width;
const float offsetY = (-2.0f*screenSpaceOffset.y) / (float)height;

mat4 translationMat = translate(float3(offsetX, offsetY, 0.0f));
currentProjection = currentProjection*translationMat;

}

Listing 4.13: The jittering of the projection matrix when T2MSAA is
enabled.

The result of this jittering, i.e. where the sample positions will end up each frame,
is illustrated in Figure 4.15 below.
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Figure 4.15: Sample positions of T2MSAA due to projection matrix jittering.

The black dotted lines form a pixel from the original frame without jittering of
the projection matrix while the purple and blue pixels are the positions for odd
and even frames when jittering is applied, respectively. The large black dots are
the original sample positions for 2x multisampling in the original frame and the
red dots are the sample positions used by T2MSAA. Two of the sample positions
are from an odd frame and two are from an even frame, i.e. all together 4 samples.
One can see that this sample pattern form three unique rows and columns of
samples instead of two as it would have been for 2x multisampling. Also, the
pattern consist of four samples instead of two and resembles that of standard
4x multisampling (see Figure 3.3). In Section 6.3.1 other sampling patterns, and
resolve passes, for T2MSAA are discussed that might improve the result.

The scene is rendered for the samples at the purple or blue positions in Figure
4.15 depending on if the frame count is odd or even. The motion vector texture
is calculated as well as the lighting for the scene.

Then, before the T2MSAA resolve pass starts, the current view and projection
matrix are set for the T2MSAA class to be used in the resolve pass. The ren-
der targets for the resolve pass are then set as the final frame render target (1x
multisampled) and the temporary effective number of samples render target in
T2MSAA. As texture inputs to the shader pass are the current 2x multisampled
texture, the previous final frame (1x multisampled), the motion vector texture,
the current and previous 2x multisampled depth textures and the effective num-
ber of samples texture set along with other constants and needed sampler states.

In the vertex shader a full-screen pass is carried out and in the pixel shader the up-
date function of T2MSAA is called with the input textures, constants, the current
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position in texture coordinates and the loaded effective samples as parameters. In
this update function, included from a header file named T2MSAAShaderIncludes.h,
the actual resolve is taking place. First off, the velocity texture is point sampled
at the current position and the previous position is calculated as

float2 velocity = velocityTexture.Sample(pointSampler, currentPositionUV).xy;

float2 previousPositionUV = currentPositionUV - velocity;
float2 previousPositionSS = previousPositionUV*textureSize;

Listing 4.14: Calculation of the previous position using motion vectors.

Then the current color is calculated from the 2x multisampled current frame
texture, using averaging, as

for (int subSampleIdx = 0; subSampleIdx < msaaSamples; ++subSampleIdx)
{
currentColor += currentFrameMS.Load(int2(currentPositionSS), subSampleIdx).rgb / (

float)msaaSamples;
}

Listing 4.15: Calculating the current frame color from the 2x multisampled
current frame texture.

The previous color is then sampled from the previous 1x multisampled previous
frame texture using bilinear sampling. So now the previous and current colors
need to be combined into the final frame color somehow. If the reprojected pre-
vious position, calculated using motion vectors above, is a miss the final frame
color will just be the current color and the effective number of samples will be
set to one. The same method as in ASAA is used to determine miss or hit for
reprojected positions, that is

bool miss = false;
float2 pixelRadius = max(ddx(previousPositionSS), ddy(previousPositionSS));

// Miss if the reprojected (previous) position is more than pixelRadius
// away from closest pixel (integer value)
miss = miss || !all(abs(previousPositionSS - round(previousPositionSS)) <=

pixelRadius);

// Miss if the depth difference is over a dynamic and linear threshold
miss = miss || (currLinDepth - prevLinDepth) > (0.08f*currLinDepth);

// Miss if the previous position is outside of the frustum(screen)
miss = miss || (saturate(previousPositionUV.x) != previousPositionUV.x || saturate(

previousPositionUV.y) != previousPositionUV.y);

Listing 4.16: Pixel rejection used in T2MSAA.

As can be seen from this code snippet, the rejection is exactly the same and it is
described in detail in Section 4.4.1. Even if the rejection code is the same, there is
a difference in how the linearized depths used for rejection are calculated. Since
both depth textures now are 2x multisampled the bilinear sampling must be done
for each sample and then averaged to get the resulting depth to use in the com-
parison. The solution was to create a function that does just that. It can be found
below.
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float bilinearSampleMSDepth(float2 positionSS, Texture2DMS<float, 2> depthTexture,
int ms)

{
float2 delta[4] = { float2(0.0f, 0.0f), float2(1.0f, 0.0f), float2(0.0f, 1.0f),

float2(1.0f, 1.0f) };
float sample = 0.0f;

float2 iPositionSS = floor(positionSS); // Integer coordinate

float r = 1.0f;

for (int i = 0; i < ms; i++)
{

float tempSample = 0.0f;
float weight = 0.0f;

for (int d = 0; d < 4; d++)
{
float w_d = tent(r, positionSS - (iPositionSS + delta[d]));
weight += w_d;

tempSample += w_d*depthTexture.Load(int2(iPositionSS + delta[d]), i).r;
}

if (weight != 0.0f)
tempSample = tempSample / weight;

sample += tempSample / (float)ms;
}

return sample;
}

Listing 4.17: Bilinear sampling of a multisampled depth texture.

The function uses the same principles as the first version of bilinear sampling
used when updating a sub-pixel buffer in Amortized Supersampling, described in
Section 3.8. It is a manual form of bilinear sampling and it does not utilize the
hardware support for bilinear sampling.

Then the depth values received from the function above are linearized using the
function in Listing 2.2 (Also used in ASAA) and the depth comparison can be car-
ried out in the same way as in ASAA using the same dynamic and linear threshold.
Images showing the result of the depth rejection and the other rejection types can
be found in Section 4.4.1.

As the case of a reprojection miss have already been described, the case of a hit
will now be described. The code for the miss and hit cases is as follows
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if(miss)
{
frame = float4(currentColor, 1.0f);
sampleUpdate = 1;

}
else // Hit!
{
float alpha = updateSmoothingFactor(sampleUpdate);
float tb = (velocity.x != 0.0f || velocity.y != 0.0f) ? blurThreshold(alpha, abs(

velocity)) : 0.0f;
alpha = max(alpha, tb);

float weightCurrent = alpha*(1.0f / (1.0f + Luma(currentColor)));
float weightPrevious = (1 - alpha)*(1.0f / (1.0f + Luma(previousColor)));

frame = (weightCurrent*float4(currentColor, 1.0f) + weightPrevious*float4(
previousColor, 1.0f)) / (weightCurrent + weightPrevious);

if (alpha > tb)
sampleUpdate += 1;

}

Listing 4.18: The final frame color calculation of T2MSAA.

First the smoothing factor α is updated as in Listing 4.8. Then a threshold for
alpha is set either as zero if no motion is present or calculated by the function
blurThreshold:

float blurThreshold(float alpha, float2 velocity)
{
float sigma = 0.5f;
float result = sigma*sigma + ((1.0f - alpha) / alpha)*((velocity.x*(1.0f -

velocity.x) + velocity.y*(1.0f - velocity.y)) / 2.0f);
result = saturate(result);

return result;
}

Listing 4.19: The blur threshold function used in T2MSAA.

which is inspired by Eq. 3.31 from Amortized Supersampling. The authors sug-
gested that the equation could be inverted to work like a threshold for the blur if
traditional bilinear resampling is used. In Amortized Supersampling and ASAA
this is not possible since the resampling is not always done by bilinear sampling,
but in this case the previous color is indeed retrieved from the previous frame
texture using bilinear resampling. Tests with inverting the results from Eq. 3.31
as a blur threshold resulted in weird behavior so instead the function blurThresh-
old in Listing 4.19 is used. It is similar to Eq. 3.31, but the velocity is not the
fractional velocity of the reprojected position. Instead the absolute value of the
actual velocity between the current and previous frame are used as input along
with the smoothing factor α. The standard deviation, or in this case more of a
constant, is set to 0.5 after testing. And the expression is not inverted as that
produced unpleasant results. So the blur threshold, denoted by τb, will depend
on the value of the smoothing factor α and the absolute value of the velocity in
each pixel.

From the previously calculated smoothing factor α and the blur threshold τb the
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definitive smoothing factor is determined by taking the maximum value of α and
τb, see Listing 4.18. Then the final weights for the current and previous color
are calculated by a luma (see Section 2.2.5) weighting of the smoothing factor α
and (1 − α), respectively. What this weighting does is that it weights the smooth-
ing factor by the inverse of the luma of the current and previous color samples
which will result in that bright samples are given a lower weight than dark sam-
ples. This will effectively help to suppress small highlights, which in turn will
reduce flickering and improve the overall look of the scene. This method is an
approximation of tone mapping of HDR (High Dynamic Range) images in both
image processing and computer graphics to map colors to a target with a limited
dynamic range, for example different kinds of monitors. It is suggested in [14]
and [41] and described more thorough by Brian Karis in [13]. The function for
calculating the luma used for the luma weighting is

float Luma(in float3 clr)
{
return dot(clr, float3(0.299f, 0.587f, 0.114f));

}

Listing 4.20: The function for luma calculation of a color sample.

which has the same weights as Eq. 2.8 in Section 2.2.5 for luma calculation.

When the final frame color have been calculated using the described weights the
effective number of samples is updated by +1 if and only if α is larger than τb
and the result is written to the render targets. So for high velocities the old accu-
mulated samples, the previous frame, is not considered to contribute as much as
if the velocities are small.

Back at the CPU side, the final result is copied to the backbuffer to be displayed
on screen and the multisampled depth is copied to the previous multisampled
depth render target to be used the next frame iteration. At the end of the frame
calculation the final result is also copied to the previous result render target,
which is not multisampled, and the previous view and projection matrix is set
for the T2MSAA class.

This algorithm is summed up and simplified a bit in Figure 4.16 below.
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Figure 4.16: The T2MSAA algorithm in short.

From this flow chart of T2MSAA it can be seen that the pixels of the previous
frame consist of samples accumulated while the reprojected position is a hit, and
reset to the current frame if a miss occurs. So the previous frame will have areas
where only the current samples represent the color and also areas where history
samples determined the color along with the current sample. In areas where a
miss occurs no temporal anti-aliasing and temporal supersampling is possible, so
the algorithm falls back to the current 2x multisampled result. This lead to that
the minimum anti-aliasing in the final frame will be 2x multisampled at least.
In ASAA the authors proposed an adaptive method where the procedural shader
was evaluated a couple of times to achieve anti-aliasing in those areas and the
above method is a solution to get anti-aliasing without the possibility to evaluate
new samples multiple times. This will be further discussed in Section 6.3.1 along
with other possible improvements.

One thing that is worth mentioning is that this method utilizes motion vectors
for reprojection which the reprojection method used in ASAA did not. As the
reprojection in ASAA did not handle dynamic objects the pixels affected by ob-
ject motion could not be reprojected. In this implementation dynamic objects
are reprojectable as the motion vectors are complete for both static and dynamic
objects. Also, when it comes to the translation of the projection matrix in order
to get jittered screen space offsets for the temporal supersampling, the same mis-
take when applying the translation to the projection matrix as in ASAA was made.
This mistake was partly caused by the multiplication order used by the frame-
work so what was believed to be a post-multiply turned out to be a pre-multiply
which led to that the translation offsets depend on the view space depth. The
derivation and causes of this is described more in Section 3.7.1 and in the end of
Section 4.4.1, ASAA. The result of this wrong way of applying offset translations
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to the projection matrix is that it makes the temporal supersampling present only
at a certain depth.

4.5 Evaluation methods

Here the two evaluation methods used to evaluate the different anti-aliasing meth-
ods image quality against each other are explained along with the performance
and memory consumption measurement approaches.

4.5.1 Objective evaluation

In this section the explanations of the objective evaluation measurements used in
this thesis can be found.

Image quality: Mean Squared Error (MSE)

This objective evaluation method to measure image quality, a mean squared error
of an image generated by an aa method compared to a ground truth image, have
not been found elsewhere in material dealing with anti-aliasing.

The ground truth image used is an eight times multisampled version of the scene.
Ideally a supersampled image should have been used as the ground truth to de-
crease shading aliasing and not only geometric aliasing. So with this multisam-
pled ground truth, one get a quality measurement of the geometric aliasing rather
than all aliasing present in the scene. More on this in Chapter 6.

The MSE values are calculated as

MSE =
∑
x,y

E((ImFourier,C(x, y) − ImFourier,GT (x, y))2) (4.3)

where ImFourier,C is the Fourier transformed version of the current image gener-
ated by the current anti-aliasing method and ImFourier,GT is the equivalent of the
ground truth image, i.e. of the 8xMSAA image of the scene. So the MSE values
are in this case measurements of the error in the frequency domain.

All anti-aliasing methods will get one MSE value per scene and in total that
means eight different values and the one with the lowest value is most coher-
ent to the ground truth, i.e. often the best method. No AA, GBAA, FXAA, FXAA
(CS), T2MSAA, ASAA, 2xMSAA and 4xMSAA are the methods that will get a MSE
value calculated against the ground truth of the scene, the 8xMSAA image.

This objective evaluation method was implemented in Matlab and the code can
be found in Appendix C. Difference images of the original images and the ground
truth are also given by the Matlab program as well as difference images in the
Fourier domain.

Performance

Performance is a key factor when it comes to anti-aliasing and to graphics pro-
gramming in general. It is measured how long time it takes to render a frame
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with no anti-aliasing at all and with the different methods enabled. The time dif-
ference to the case with no anti-aliasing enabled is the time it takes to compute
the enabled aa method. This time is often presented in milliseconds (ms) and
this is no exception. To get a stable and representable measurement the average
time over 1000 rendered frames of a static scene are used as a performance mea-
surement. Movement could potentially be different and it impacts aa methods
differently so that is why dynamic scenes are omitted when measuring perfor-
mance.

Memory consumption

When considering memory consumption of an aa method the most interesting
and significant factor is the memory consumption of render targets. That is often
the largest allocated memory block of an anti-aliasing method. To calculate the
memory consumption of a render target the dimensions of it has to be known
along with its bpp (bits per pixel). It is calculated according to

memorybits = Xdimension · Ydimension · bpp (4.4)

Dividing this result by eight will generate the result in bytes or if megabytes
(mb) are desired, dividing the result in Eq. 4.4 by 8 · 10242 (or 8 · 10002 for SI
unit). As an example, consider an eight bit color render target with dimensions
1920x1080. The number of bits will be 1920 · 1080 · 32 = 66355200 bits. 32 bpp
because a color render target has 4 eight-bit channels per pixel, i.e. 4 · 8 = 32
bpp. In megabyte this is 66355200

8 · 10242 ≈ 7.9 mb. The extra memory usage can be a
larger backbuffer, depth buffer and/or additional render targets for example (See
Section 3.9). When evaluating the memory consumption in this thesis the size
of the extra render targets and/or the already existing render targets change in
size will be the unit of measurement. Note however that the render targets for
the motion vectors are not included in the memory calculations since they often
already exist in many 3D applications for other purposes than anti-aliasing, such
as motion blur, and can therefore be used "for free" in such cases.

4.5.2 Subjective evaluation

The subjective evaluation methods are presented in this section.

Image quality: Anti-aliasing survey

A survey consisting of questions asking the participant to rank different anti-
aliasing methods by quality through visual inspection was created using the Sur-
vey Monkey web application. The survey and its questions can be found in Ap-
pendix A and in total the survey has ten questions.

Some questions contain five images to rank from one to five and where one is
considered the best quality and five the worst quality. There are three scenes
where all aa methods have been applied at the same position in the world to be
able to compare all of them. Since nine images, all methods plus no aa, are too
much to rank in one question these scenes were split up in two questions with
five images in each, i.e. six questions in total for the three scenes. Why there are
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five images in each is because the T2MSAA method is present in both questions
since that is the temporal method created during this thesis work with the best
result. So it is most interesting to see the result of T2MSAA compared to all other
methods. To only have two images at the time and just choose the best could
have lead to a more biased result since T2MSAA would have been present in
every question and eventually the participant could have figured that out and in
that way be affected when choosing. It would probably been easier and faster to
answer in this way but it was simply not worth the risk of getting a biased result.

These six questions are not the only questions in the survey. There are some ques-
tions with just two images to chose from, of some smaller detail than the previous
more general scenes, where T2MSAA is one of them. ASAA is also compared to
two other methods in one question but the image of ASAA is in that case not fully
representable since it has been generated by moving the camera some to accumu-
late more samples and in that way it generated a better result. Note however that
this camera movement have not been done for ASAA in the other scenes. The
question with the camera movement when ASAA is enabled is in the survey just
to illustrate the potential of ASAA.

The last question is a video question with three sequences showing how the qual-
ity is in real-time updating. This is used to evaluate the temporal stability of
T2MSAA as that is not possible to see in static images.

Every answer is registered anonymously and in each question the different meth-
ods get an amount of votes for each rank number, also represented in percentage.
So in the case of five images to rank every method will have five numbers with
the amount of votes and the accompanying percentage. Also, from all these rank
numbers and the percentage an overall score is calculated for easier comparisons
as

score = 1 · percentageOf 1 + 2 · percentageOf 2 + ... + N · percentageOf N (4.5)

where N is the number of images in the question.

Visual inspection

Some details in scene images from the survey will be compared just to clarify
certain artifacts and quality gains and the video included in the survey will also
be discussed. This will naturally be done in the Discussion & conclusions chapter,
Chapter 6, in the same section as the survey results are discussed.
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Result

In this chapter the evaluation of the image quality, performance and memory
consumption of the different anti-aliasing methods will be presented. Some ad-
ditional result will also be presented in the last section. Note that all resulting
images and the video sequences have been gathered with VSync enabled.

5.1 Objective evaluation

This section presents the objective measurements of the methods.

5.1.1 Image quality: Mean Squared Error (MSE)

Screen shots of all the anti-aliasing methods, including no anti-aliasing, from the
test environment where the camera is static are called a scene. Smaller regions
of these scenes were used in the anti-aliasing survey and also in the MSE calcula-
tions for evaluation of the image quality of the anti-aliasing methods.

Three scenes, that were used in the survey, will be presented here along with
the MSE values of each method. The first scene is an overview scene which is
depicting phone wires, light poles, stairs, houses with windows etc. See Figure
5.1 for the image with no anti-aliasing applied and Figure 5.2 for the ground
truth image used in this scene.

93
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Figure 5.1: Scene 1: No AA.

Figure 5.2: Scene 1: 8xMSAA, ground truth.
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The red rectangle in the above images is encapsulating the area where Figure 5.3
and Figure 5.4 show 200 percent zoomed details of all anti-aliasing methods.

(a) No AA (b) GBAA

(c) FXAA (d) FXAA (CS)

(e) T2MSAA (f) ASAA

Figure 5.3: Zoomed part of Scene 1: No AA to ASAA.
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(a) 2xMSAA (b) 4xMSAA

(c) 8xMSAA

Figure 5.4: Zoomed part of Scene 1: 2xMSAA to 8xMSAA.

The MSE of all methods in this scene can be found in Table 5.1. Note that the MSE
values are calculated on the non-zoomed versions of the scene, i.e. the ones used
in the survey.

Scene 1
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.5796 0.4204 1.8214 1.6349 0.3212 0.8141 0.2699 0.1353

Table 5.1: MSE values of Scene 1.

The second scene is a close-up of some geometric edges. In Figure 5.5 one can see
the image with no anti-aliasing applied and in Figure 5.6 one can see the ground
truth image used, i.e. the 8xMSAA version of the scene.
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Figure 5.5: Scene 2: No AA.

Figure 5.6: Scene 2: 8xMSAA, ground truth.
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The red and green rectangle in these images are encapsulating the areas that Fig-
ure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 are showing a 200 percent zoomed version of, respectively.

(a) No AA (b) GBAA (c) FXAA

(d) FXAA (CS) (e) T2MSAA (f) ASAA

(g) 2xMSAA (h) 4xMSAA (i) 8xMSAA

Figure 5.7: Zoomed version of the red rectangle of Scene 2.
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(a) No AA (b) GBAA (c) FXAA

(d) FXAA (CS) (e) T2MSAA (f) ASAA

(g) 2xMSAA (h) 4xMSAA (i) 8xMSAA

Figure 5.8: Zoomed version of the green rectangle of Scene 2.

The MSE of all methods in this second scene can be found in Table 5.2. Note that
the MSE values are calculated on the non-zoomed versions of the scene, i.e. the
ones used in the survey.

Scene 2
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.7553 0.5790 0.5075 0.3339 0.2448 0.4129 0.4010 0.2331

Table 5.2: MSE values of Scene 2.

The third and final scene from the survey to be presented here is a scene con-
taining some thin geometry in the form of disconnected phone wires when no
anti-aliasing is applied, see Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Scene 3: No AA.

Below is the ground truth image, the 8xMSAA version, of this scene.

Figure 5.10: Scene 3: 8xMSAA, ground truth.
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The red rectangle in the two previous images is indicating the area that is zoomed
150 percent in Figure 5.11.

(a) No AA (b) GBAA (c) FXAA

(d) FXAA (CS) (e) T2MSAA (f) ASAA

(g) 2xMSAA (h) 4xMSAA (i) 8xMSAA

Figure 5.11: Zoomed part of Scene 3.

The MSE values of the third scene are presented in Table 5.3. As for the previous
scenes, the MSE is calculated on the non-zoomed images of the scene.

Scene 3
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 2.0637 1.2959 0.9198 0.9791 1.0135 1.1919 1.0330 0.7284

Table 5.3: MSE values of Scene 3.

5.1.2 Performance

Here the performance results of the anti-aliasing methods are presented as the
time it takes, in milliseconds (ms), to complete one frame. Both as the actual time
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it takes and as the time difference to the case when no anti-aliasing is applied
to get a time value for just the methods. Also, the number of draw calls, and
dispatches (compute shader only), are presented for each method along with the
difference to the case when no anti-aliasing is applied. For the results, see Table
5.4.

Performance
Method: ms per frame: Diff. in ms to No AA: Draw calls: Diff. in draw calls to No AA:
No AA 2.590 0.0 35 0
GBAA 3.002 +0.412 36 +1
FXAA 3.173 +0.583 36 +1
FXAA (CS) 3.191 +0.601 35 + 4 dispatch (CS) 0 + 4 dispatch (CS)
T2MSAA 4.850 +2.260 36 +1
ASAA 4.442 +1.852 37 +2
2xMSAA 3.711 +1.121 35 0
4xMSAA 10.515 +7.925 35 0
8xMSAA 20.390 +17.800 35 0

Table 5.4: Performance of the different anti-aliasing methods.

Performance dependencies

The performance depends on both the hardware and the screen resolution used.
The above performance results were produced with the hardware and the resolu-
tion stated by Table 5.5:

Performance dependencies
Hardware specifications
CPU: Intel Core i5 4460 3.2 GHz, 6MB
GPU: ASUS STRIX GTX 960 DirectCU II OC (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960)
DRAM: Crucial 8GB (2x4GB) CL9 1600MHz Ballistix Sport
Screen resolution (pixels)
width · height: 1920 · 1080

Table 5.5: Performance dependencies.

Note that the screen resolution is needed for the memory usage calculations in
the following section, Section 5.1.3, and that the same resolution have been used
there.

5.1.3 Memory consumption

As described in the Method chapter in Section 4.5.1, the memory consumption
presented here considers only the render target allocations since they have the
largest impact on the overall allocated memory. In Table 5.6 the extra memory
allocation of the different anti-aliasing methods compared to the memory used
when no anti-aliasing is applied are presented.
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Memory consumption
Method: Memory consumption compared to No AA (mb):
GBAA +7.9
FXAA +0.0
FXAA (CS) +9.9
T2MSAA +67.2
ASAA +86.5
2xMSAA +39.6
4xMSAA +91.0
8xMSAA +209.6

Table 5.6: Additional memory allocation of the anti-aliasing methods.

5.2 Subjective evaluation

The results of the anti-aliasing survey will be presented here along with a ref-
erence to the resulting images used by the survey including a link to a video
showing the temporal stability of some methods.

5.2.1 Image quality: Anti-aliasing survey

The survey was sent out to all employees at Avalanche Studios and to the partic-
ipants of the computer graphics course at Linköping university. At Avalanche
Studios 54 people gave complete answers on all questions and of the course at-
tendees of the computer graphics course, 12 people gave complete answers. So a
total of 66 people completed the survey. Below follows the result of these 66 an-
swers in a table per question. The questions with score also have a total score and
as described in Section 4.5.2, the method with lowest score represents the best
quality. For the questions without score, the method considered to have the best
quality by the participants is the one with most votes, i.e. the highest percentage.

Question 1
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
No AA 3.03% 3.03% 6.06% 1.52% 86.36% 4.65
GBAA 7.58% 6.06% 9.09% 75.76% 1.52% 3.58
FXAA 51.52% 27.27% 16.67% 4.55% 0.00% 1.74
FXAA (CS) 7.58% 46.97% 27.27% 12.12% 6.06% 2.62
T2MSAA 30.30% 16.67% 40.91% 6.06% 6.06% 2.41

Table 5.7: Question 1: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 1.

Question 2
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
T2MSAA 4.55% 6.06% 42.42% 42.42% 4.55% 3.36
ASAA 1.52% 1.52% 1.52% 3.03% 92.42% 4.83
2xMSAA 0.00% 3.03% 46.97% 50.00% 0.00% 3.47
4xMSAA 9.09% 81.82% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 2.05
8xMSAA 84.85% 7.58% 4.55% 0.00% 3.03% 1.29

Table 5.8: Question 2: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 1.
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Question 3
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
8xMSAA 89.39% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00% 1.52% 1.15
No AA 1.52% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 89.39% 4.85
T2MSAA 0.00% 16.67% 81.82% 1.52% 0.00% 2.85
ASAA 0.00% 3.03% 0.00% 87.88% 9.09% 4.03
FXAA (CS) 9.09% 71.21% 18.18% 1.52% 0.00% 2.12

Table 5.9: Question 3: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 2.

Question 4
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
4xMSAA 53.03% 34.85% 10.61% 0.00% 1.52% 1.62
T2MSAA 6.06% 36.36% 56.06% 1.52% 0.00% 2.53
2xMSAA 0.00% 0.00% 6.06% 65.15% 28.79% 4.23
FXAA 24.24% 28.79% 24.24% 21.21% 1.52% 2.47
GBAA 16.67% 0.00% 3.03% 12.12% 68.18% 4.15

Table 5.10: Question 4: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 2.

Question 5
Method: Votes: Percentage:
T2MSAA 65 98.48%
2xMSAA 1 1.52%

Table 5.11: Question 5: Image comparison.

Question 6
Method: Votes: Percentage:
2xMSAA 3 4.55%
T2MSAA 63 95.45%

Table 5.12: Question 6: Image comparison.

Question 7
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
8xMSAA 98.48% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.52% 1.06
T2MSAA 0.00% 68.18% 22.73% 9.09% 0.00% 2.41
FXAA (CS) 0.00% 24.24% 60.61% 6.06% 9.09% 3.00
GBAA 0.00% 6.06% 9.09% 59.09% 25.76% 4.05
2xMSAA 1.52% 1.52% 7.58% 25.76% 63.64% 4.49

Table 5.13: Question 7: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 3.

Question 8
Method: Score: 1 2 3 4 5 Total score:
T2MSAA 7.58% 75.76% 9.09% 7.58% 0.00% 2.17
ASAA 0.00% 1.52% 30.30% 56.06% 12.12% 3.79
FXAA 4.55% 10.61% 53.03% 21.21% 10.61% 3.23
No AA 1.52% 1.52% 6.06% 15.15% 75.76% 4.62
4xMSAA 86.36% 10.61% 1.52% 0.00% 1.52% 1.20

Table 5.14: Question 8: Image comparison of aa methods from Scene 3.
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Question 9
Method: Score: 1 2 3 Total score:
FXAA 19.70% 69.70% 10.61% 1.91
No AA 0.00% 15.15% 84.85% 2.85
ASAA 80.30% 15.15% 4.55% 1.24

Table 5.15: Question 9: Image comparison.

Question 10
Method: Votes: Percentage:
No AA 3 4.55%
T2MSAA 59 89.39%
2xMSAA 4 6.06%

Table 5.16: Question 10: Video sequence comparison of some aa methods.

The complete survey with included resulting images and a link to the video show-
ing examples of temporal stability can be found in Appendix A.

5.3 Additional result

The result in this section is calculated with the correctly translated projection
matrix for T2MSAA and ASAA (See Section 3.7.1). Since the error of applying
the offset translations wrongly to the projection matrix was discovered late in the
process of this thesis, the corrected results will be presented here in a separate
section since the survey was not created with these results.

The performance and the memory consumption does not change when the way
of applying the offset translations to the projection matrix change, so the above
result for these methods still stand in those cases. But the image quality will
change since the screen space offsets no longer depend on the depth and is instead
the same everywhere. Therefore the MSE values will be re-calculated for these
new images.

Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset of 0.25 pixels.
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.5796 0.4204 1.8214 1.6349 2.0130 2.3664 0.2699 0.1353

Table 5.17: MSE values of Scene 1 with correctly translated projection matrix
for T2MSAA and ASAA. T2MSAA has here an offset of 0.25 pixels in screen
space.

Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset of 0.1875 pixels.
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.5796 0.4204 1.8214 1.6349 1.5279 2.3664 0.2699 0.1353

Table 5.18: MSE values of Scene 1 with correctly translated projection ma-
trix for T2MSAA and ASAA. T2MSAA has here an offset of 0.1875 pixels in
screen space.
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Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset of 0.125 pixels.
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.5796 0.4204 1.8214 1.6349 1.0770 2.3664 0.2699 0.1353

Table 5.19: MSE values of Scene 1 with correctly translated projection matrix
for T2MSAA and ASAA. T2MSAA has here an offset of 0.125 pixels in screen
space.

In Table 5.17-5.18 the MSE of Scene 1, same scene as in Section 5.1.1 and the
survey, is presented for the different, correctly applied, translation offsets 0.25,
0.1875 and 0.125 for T2MSAA. ASAA in all these tables also has its screen space
offsets correctly applied. The images for these updated versions of T2MSAA and
ASAA can be found below.

Figure 5.12: Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset
of 0.25 pixels.
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Figure 5.13: Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset
of 0.1875 pixels.
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Figure 5.14: Scene 1: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset
of 0.125 pixels.
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Figure 5.15: Scene 1: ASAA with correctly applied screen space offset.

A new scene is also presented here and that is a close-up scene of stair steps with
just geometric aliasing and it is a bit similar to Scene 2 presented before in Section
5.1.1. The size of the images in this scene is smaller than the ones used in the
survey and for the previous MSE calculations. The whole scene can be found in
Figure 5.16.
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(a) No AA (b) GBAA (c) FXAA

(d) FXAA (CS) (e) T2MSAA (f) ASAA

(g) 2xMSAA (h) 4xMSAA (i) 8xMSAA

Figure 5.16: Scene 4: Close-up geometric aliasing with correctly applied
offsets for T2MSAA and ASAA. Here T2MSAA has an offset of 0.125 pixels.

This scene is called Scene 4 and the MSE values of this scene can be found below
in Table 5.20.

Scene 4: T2MSAA with a correctly applied screen space offset of 0.125 pixels.
Method: No AA GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA
MSE: 0.2269 0.1240 0.0179 0.0279 0.0449 0.0628 0.0990 0.0440

Table 5.20: MSE values of Scene 4 with correctly translated projection matrix
for T2MSAA and ASAA. T2MSAA is here offseted by 0.125 in screen space.



6
Discussion & conclusions

In this chapter the results from the previous result chapter will be discussed and
the method used for this thesis work will also be discussed. Conclusions will then
be drawn from the discussion and thoughts about further work of this thesis’s
subject will be presented.

6.1 Result

In this section the results from Chapter 5: Result are analyzed and discussed.

6.1.1 Objective evaluation

Focus will be on the results for T2MSAA and ASAA compared to the other meth-
ods. Even though it is possible, the other methods will not be compared against
each other as carefully as the two implemented temporal methods. That will be
left out for the interested to do.

Image quality: Mean squared error (MSE)

In this section the image quality of the methods in the scenes included in the
result chapter are compared and discussed with respect to the MSE values only.

When looking at the MSE values for Scene 1, Table 5.1, one can see that T2MSAA
produce a result that is close to that of 2xMSAA, but a little worse. In theory
T2MSAA should produce a result that is equal to that of 2xMSAA or better since
it has 2x multisampling as a base. One reason why the result is not better than
2xMSAA is that the effect of the temporal supersampling only is present at small
view space depths due to wrongly applied offsets to the projection matrix. And
in this scene most of the geometry is far away. The reason why T2MSAA is a bit

111
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worse than 2xMSAA is that the ground truth used is an 8xMSAA version. Since
multisampling does not reduce shading aliasing and only geometric aliasing, the
temporal supersampling of T2MSAA that does reduce shading aliasing will devi-
ate more from the ground truth and give a higher MSE value even if the quality
in fact is better. And since the deviations from the ground truth is squared, these
shading aliasing outliers will be an even larger disadvantage for T2MSAA even
if they are relatively small. Here the temporal supersampling of T2MSAA will
change some shaded areas with detailed textures relatively close to the camera
but it will not increase the sampling rate at larger distances and thus produce a
MSE value higher than 2xMSAA, i.e. a quality that is a bit worse than 2xMSAA.

According to the MSE values, T2MSAA has in Scene 1 better quality than No AA,
GBAA, FXAA, FXAA (CS) and ASAA. The reason why T2MSAA has better quality
than GBAA is that GBAA can not handle multiple edges intersecting a pixel and
those areas will be completely untouched by the method, which is mentioned in
Section 3.3. Both FXAA methods are worse than No AA and the reason for this is
that these methods have poor result in areas that are not geometric edges, i.e. in
shading areas with detailed textures. These areas are blurred even if there is no
need for it if the methods detect edges Section 3.4. ASAA also has worse quality
than No AA and the reason for this is the wrongly applied translation offsets of
the projection matrix and possibly mistakes when extracting and weighting the
sub-pixel buffer samples together.

The best method of this scene is 4xMSAA, followed by 2xMSAA and T2MSAA,
according to the MSE values. With the explanations above this is not very sur-
prising.

Continuing with Scene 2, which is a close-up scene of mainly geometric alias-
ing, the results differ a lot from the first scene, see Table 5.2. The MSE value of
T2MSAA is here lower than that of 2xMSAA and almost as low as for 4xMSAA.
The reasons have already been explained for Scene 1: The view space depth is
small so the temporal supersampling has its intended effect and there is almost
exclusively geometric aliasing present.

The fact that there is almost exclusively geometric aliasing in this scene explains
why the FXAA methods do well here: There is not much detailed textures to
overblur.

ASAA is doing ok here which, as for T2MSAA, depend on the small depth so
that the temporal supersampling has effect. As mentioned before, ASAA is possi-
bly suffering from mistakes when extracting and weighting the sub-pixel buffer
samples together and that could be the reason why it is not better than it is here.

For the same reasons as in the first scene, GBAA is not doing so well here. It is
actually the worst method according to the MSE values, whilst 4xMSAA is the
best, as before, closely followed by T2MSAA.

The third scene is containing thin geometry at a large distance. This should not
favor T2MSAA with the above in mind, which it does not do either. T2MSAA and
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2xMSAA have in fact very similar MSE values with a small advantage towards
T2MSAA, see Table 5.3. The fact that they do not differ much here is because the
lack of shading aliasing and the large distance to the geometry. Why T2MSAA
has slightly better quality could be because the temporal supersampling have a
small positive impact on the resolution even if the geometry is far away and/or
that the history samples in the previous frame contribute to a better quality.

The lack of shading aliasing in this scene also has the effect that the two FXAA
methods do really good MSE wise. After 4xMSAA, FXAA and FXAA (CS) has the
lowest MSE values, in that order. Also, the correct edges are easily detected in
this scene which also explain the good results of the FXAA methods.

ASAA has a bit smaller MSE value than GBAA and these methods are the methods
with the worst quality in this scene. ASAA does not have the correct projection
matrix offsets so the temporal supersampling is not contributing to increasing
the resolution at this large depth. GBAA does not increase the resolution, neither
does the FXAA methods, so it does not preserve thin geometry at all.

Performance

The performance of the different anti-aliasing methods are easily compared. From
Table 5.4 it can be seen that for the setup and hardware used, GBAA is the fastest
with a computation time of +0.412 ms per frame compared to no anti-aliasing at
all. Then the two FXAA methods follow with +0.583 ms for FXAA and +0.601
ms for FXAA (CS). The 2xMSAA method comes next with a computation time of
+1.121 ms, then ASAA with +1.852 ms, T2MSAA with +2.260 ms, 4xMSAA with
+7.925 ms and finally 8xMSAA with a computation time of +17.800 ms compared
to no anti-aliasing.

The most interesting fact of this performance evaluation is that T2MSAA is 3.5
times faster than 4xMSAA for the scene used when the performance was mea-
sured. And as the MSE values showed, the quality of T2MSAA is close to that
of 4xMSAA in some cases. So the quality of T2MSAA approaches the quality of
4xMSAA but is around 3.5 times faster.

ASAA is relatively fast, faster than T2MSAA, but as the MSE values showed it
does not match or approach the quality of 4xMSAA which probably would have
been the case if correctly implemented since it should at least correspond to 4x
supersampling according to the theory.

What can be said about the fastest metod for this test case, GBAA, is that for
a more complex scene it will be slower and probably also slower than all other
methods included here, depending on the complexity of course, due to a larger
amount of geometry to process. None of the other methods will be considerably
slower if the complexity of the scene increases. More edges and details will of
course make the edge detection find more pixels to process for the FXAA methods
but only up to a small degree.

The number of draw calls for the MSAA methods is 35 per frame which is un-
changed to the case when no anti-aliasing is enabled, whilst GBAA, FXAA and
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T2MSAA uses an extra draw call. ASAA uses the most draw calls, two more than
the case when no anti-aliasing is enabled. FXAA (CS) does not have any extra
draw calls in the regular sens since it is implemented with compute shaders, but
has 4 extra dispatch calls instead.

Memory consumption

In Table 5.6 the additional allocated memory compared to the case when no anti-
aliasing is enabled can be found.

If T2MSAA is compared to 4xMSAA one can see that the T2MSAA allocates
91.0−67.2 = 23.8mb less than 4xMSAA. This is if the motion vector render targets
not are included in the T2MSAA memory usage and instead considered as inde-
pendent since motion vectors often are used for other effects/algorithms. If they
were to be included in T2MSAA memory consumption, the additional memory
consumption of T2MSAA and 4xMSAA would be approximately the same.

ASAA does not use any motion vectors as it is implemented in this thesis work
and is allocating a little less memory than 4xMSAA. If the motion vector ren-
der targets were included for T2MSAA, ASAA would be a bit cheaper than that
method as well. If ASAA was to use motion vectors, its memory allocation would
be more than 4xMSAA.

The cheapest method memory wise is FXAA due to the fact that it does not need
any extra render targets, it just needs the final frame as input. Both GBAA and
FXAA (CS) are also cheap and 2xMSAA does not need that much extra memory
either. The most expensive method is 8xMSAA.

Also worth mentioning is that the MSAA methods have the same extra memory
allocations as their supersampled counterparts.

6.1.2 Subjective evaluation

In this section the results of the subjective evaluation, i.e. the anti-aliasing survey,
will be discussed and visual inspection of the quality of the images and the video
included in the survey will be conducted and discussed.

Image quality: Anti-aliasing survey & visual inspection

The subjective evaluation consisted of a survey, found in Appendix A, that asked
the participants to rank images with respect to the perceived quality with differ-
ent anti-aliasing methods enabled from the same scene. They were also asked to
watch a video and rank the three video sequences showing three different anti-
aliasing methods in action. In this section the results will be discussed with the
images from the survey and the results of the survey questions, Section 5.2.1, as a
basis.

Starting at Question 1 of the survey, which asked the participants to rank No
AA, GBAA, FXAA, FXAA (CS) and T2MSAA of Scene 1, and looking at the total
score, it can be seen that FXAA is considered the best method. Thereafter comes
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T2MSAA, FXAA (CS) and GBAA, in that order. Naturally, No AA is considered
the worst.

Why FXAA is considered the best is probably because it handles the geometric
edges really good. But in areas with detailed textures like the windows it over
blurs and smears out the window bars. So most of the people that answered this
question probably ignored this fact and favored the good quality of the geometric
edges. There is often this trade off with FXAA, good geometric edges comes with
a bit blurry textures.

T2MSAA is here the second best method, and it is mostly 2xMSAA quality that
can be seen since the translation offsets is wrongly applied to the projection ma-
trix and that the view space depth is mostly large. This method does not destroy
detailed textures like the window bars. Overall it looks much better than No AA
but it does not come near FXAA when it comes to geometric edges.

For GBAA it is very clear that the lowest edges of the stair steps in the bottom of
the image are handled poorly due to multiple intersecting edges. This is probably
why it was considered the worst of the actual anti-aliasing methods, since No AA
does nothing. It should be added that the edges it smooths do look really good.

Continuing to the next question which is five images of the same scene, but the
rest of the anti-aliasing methods plus T2MSAA. The used ground truth image,
8xMSAA, is clearly the winner here. Without doubt, 4xMSAA takes the second
place and 2xMSAA follows with T2MSAA trailing close behind. ASAA is consid-
ered the worst method.

As mentioned for the previous question, T2MSAA mostly fall back to 2xMSAA
due to the mentioned error of the offset translations and should therefore have a
very similar result to 2xMSAA. So that T2MSAA and 2xMSAA have similar survey
scores is no surprise, they are almost the same here.

If the survey scores for the first scene, the first and second question, are compared
to the MSE values of this scene one notice that they do not match well on all
points. The FXAA methods is according to the MSE values the worst methods,
even worse than No AA, but according to the survey score they are some of the
best methods.

What do match pretty good is that ASAA and GBAA does not do very well, that
T2MSAA is close to 2xMSAA but a bit behind and that 4xMSAA is considered to
be the best method in Question 2.

Question 3 is the first of two questions dealing with the methods of Scene 2, which
is a close-up scene of some geometry and textures. In this question 8xMSAA, No
AA, T2MSAA, ASAA and FXAA (CS) are ranked. 8xMSAA was the lowest score
and is clearly considered to have the best quality. FXAA (CS) follows not too far
behind and T2MSAA is considered to be the third best in this question. ASAA is
last of the real methods but better than No AA according to the survey scores.

FXAA (CS) has a low score but if one look closely at this image the vertical edges is
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handled poorly by this method. The horizontal edge in the bottom of the image
is not handled pretty either. The stone textures are also a bit blurred. But as
mentioned before, there is a trade off with the FXAA methods and people might
have neglected some of these bad effects and focused on what is really good, the
geometric edges.

T2MSAA does much better visually in this scene than in the previous. This is
because that the temporal supersampling is working since the geometry is close
to the camera in view space, i.e. the translation offsets applied to the projection
matrix is sufficient. Its geometric edges look good, but not as good as for FXAA
(CS).

The effects of ASAA can in this scene clearly be spotted which was really hard to
do in the previous scene. The visual results are not great, which the survey score
also states.

The second question of Scene 2, Question 4, asks the participant to rank the re-
maining methods of the scene plus T2MSAA, i.e. 4xMSAA, 2xMSAA, FXAA,
GBAA and T2MSAA.

The survey scores tell that 4xMSAA is the best method and that FXAA and T2MSAA
is the second and third best methods close to each other and not too far behind
4xMSAA. Then there is some distance down to the scores of GBAA and 2xMSAA,
which have similar scores.

It is not very surprising that 4xMSAA is considered the best if the images are
examined. But both FXAA and T2MSAA does not seem to far behind. Once again,
FXAA does not handle the vertical edges as good as it handles the horizontal
edges, except the horizontal edge in the bottom of the image which is not that
good. One can see that T2MSAA approaches the look of 4xMSAA but that it is a
bit worse.

GBAA looks almost perfect on the horizontal edge in the middle of the image but
that it does not manage to handle the intersecting edges at all, which probably
is the reason of the low score. 2xMSAA is considered the worst method and by
looking at the images it is hard to argue.

If the survey scores for Scene 2, the third and fourth question, is compared to the
MSE values of the scene one find that the results point in the same direction and
that the ranking of the two evaluation methods match pretty good.

8xMSAA has the best quality followed by 4xMSAA and T2MSAA according to the
MSE values. As for the survey score and visual inspection, T2MSAA is approach-
ing 4xMSAA for the MSE values as well.

The survey scores state that FXAA (CS) and FXAA is better than T2MSAA which
do not match the MSE values. The reason for this is probably that the people
answering the question did not see, or ignored, the small problems that the FXAA
methods had for vertical edges and the horizontal edge at the bottom of the image.
But the order of FXAA (CS) and FXAA is the same for both evaluation methods,
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i.e. FXAA (CS) is a bit better than FXAA here.

When looking at the MSE values No AA has the worst quality, followed by GBAA
due to the problems with multiple intersecting edges which matches the survey
scores well. 2xMSAA is better than FXAA and a bit better than ASAA, but a
bit worse than FXAA (CS) according to the MSE values which does not match
the survey scores completely where 2xMSAA clearly has higher score than both
FXAA methods.

Overall, one can see that the two evaluation methods correlate quite well for this
scene.

Question 5 is not covering a complete scene, i.e. all methods are not included, but
are just comparing T2MSAA and 2xMSAA against each other. This is interesting
since T2MSAA has 2xMSAA as a base.

The result of this question is very clear. The votes for T2MSAA having the best
quality is 65 to 1. So 95.45% of the participants think T2MSAA has better quality
for a close-up image of a horizontal house roof edge. As this is not a complete
scene and the fact that the result is very clear, MSE values have not been calcu-
lated but that would have been possible to do. Also, by looking at the images it is
quite clear that T2MSAA is the best method in this case.

The next question, Question 6, is of the same type as the previous one. The dif-
ference here is that it is an overview scene, i.e. the view space depth is not small
for most of the geometry. The survey result of this question is almost as unam-
biguous as for the previous question. T2MSAA has got 95.45% of the votes and is
therefore considered to have better quality than 2xMSAA in this case. The reason
for this is apparent when looking at the images. The middle stair step located
in the middle of the image is very bad, it is a typical example of an jagged edge,
i.e. aliased edge. In the T2MSAA version this edge is anti-aliased and looks like
2xMSAA should look like. This behavior can be found at other places in the im-
age but it is not as clear as the described case. The reason for this difference is
not easy to explain. Why T2MSAA is better could be because of the temporal
supersampling of T2MSAA. The depth is also supersampled in T2MSAA which
probably lead to that multiple intersecting edges, like the one just mentioned,
gets a more correct representation. At the relatively large view space depth in
this scene the supersampling should not have a large impact on the result due
to the wrongly applied translation offsets, but only a little difference seem to be
sufficient enough to handle these cases.

In Question 7 and Question 8 the third scene is evaluated. This scene is captured
at a large distance and it includes mainly thin geometry. The top of a telephone
pole is the geometry that is not thin and the wires are the thin geometry here.

Starting with Question 7, 8xMSAA, T2MSAA, FXAA (CS), GBAA and 2xMSAA
are ranked. Not surprisingly, 8xMSAA is considered to have the best quality and
thereafter comes T2MSAA. FXAA (CS) is the third best method and then there is
a larger jump to GBAA and 2xMSAA, in that order.
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By looking at these images it is easy to see that the methods that is best at pre-
serving thin geometry is 8xMSAA, T2MSAA and 2xMSAA. FXAA (CS) and GBAA
does not handle that at all. Because of this the survey result of this question is
quite surprising. Both T2MSAA and 2xMSAA are very similar visually and were
expected to come after 8xMSAA. The reason why 2xMSAA is considered the worst
method could be an effect of decreased concentration due to the length of the sur-
vey and that the questions with five images to rank is quite demanding.

Why FXAA (CS) is placed high might be because that the participants focused on
the geometry of the telephone pole, and not the thin phone wires.

When comparing GBAA and FXAA (CS) to 2xMSAA it is clear that 2xMSAA is
better than both at preserving thin geometry. The wire is for 2xMSAA not discon-
nected anymore, but it has a jagged look which might have kept the votes down.
On the other hand, T2MSAA should also have been considered bad if the partic-
ipants reasoned in that way. So the survey results of this question are not very
consistent.

The next question, dealing with the same scene, includes the methods T2MSAA,
ASAA, FXAA, No AA and 4xMSAA. The results here are more like what was ex-
pected. The total score of 4xMSAA tells that it is considered the best method and
T2MSAA takes the second place. FXAA, ASAA and No AA comes next, in that
order. From the explanations of the previous result, there is not really anything
to add here.

How does the survey result of this scene stand against the MSE values then? Ac-
cording to the MSE values 4xMSAA is the best without a doubt. Thereafter the
MSE values are very similar for FXAA, FXAA (CS), T2MSAA and 2xMSAA, where
FXAA has a MSE value of 0.9198 and 2xMSAA has a value of 1.0330 with the
other methods in between in the order they are listed. This means that T2MSAA
is a bit better than 2xMSAA according to the MSE values. ASAA and GBAA is
just a bit behind the other and No AA produces the worst result.

So the results of the two evaluation methods match quite good and it can be
concluded that the top of the telephone pole have a large impact on the overall
result of this scene for both evaluation methods.

Question 9 is in the survey to test the potential of ASAA if it was implemented
correct. The scene includes an image of FXAA applied, No AA and ASAA. The
ASAA image was created by moving the camera very little in all directions and
in that way collecting slightly displaced samples of the scene in the sub-pixel
history buffers.

The survey result is quite clear. ASAA is considered to be the best method of this
scene, not surprisingly followed by FXAA as the better method compared to No
AA. At a quick glance it can be hard to distinguish the differences of ASAA and
FXAA since they are both good at handling aliased geometric edges. But taking
a closer look at thin geometry, the phone wires, one can see that they are much
better for ASAA than for FXAA. Also, details of textures, the window bars for
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example, are much better for ASAA. This was apparently seen by most of the
participants.

The last question, Question 10, is different from all other questions. In this ques-
tions the participants were not asked to rank a couple of images but instead
asked to look at a video with three sequences, A, B and C, of three different
anti-aliasing methods enabled. The methods to rank are No AA, T2MSAA and
2xMSAA. T2MSAA was of course chosen since that is the method of interest and
2xMSAA was chosen because T2MSAA has that method as a base. No AA is
included for reference. The participants were asked to rank the methods with
respect to temporal stability, i.e. rank them with temporal aliasing effects like
crawlies and flickering in mind. The link to the video can be found in Appendix
A.

The survey result of this question is unambiguous. T2MSAA with 59 of 66 votes
(89.39% of the votes) is clearly considered to handle temporal aliasing best. 2xM-
SAA got four votes whilst No AA got three votes.

Looking at sequence A, No AA enabled, one can see a lot of flickering and crawlies
in window textures, geometric edges etc. In the next sequence, B, with T2MSAA
enabled, these artifacts are almost gone, but there is also some blurring. The
last sequence, C, that shows 2xMSAA enabled looks much better than when no
anti-aliasing was applied. But it still suffers from crawlies at geometric edges,
especially at multiple intersecting edges as in the 2xMSAA image of Question 6.
Since 2xMSAA does not handle shading aliasing flickering is also present in the
window texture for example. With this said, the result of this question was the
expected and most people to take the survey agreed.

6.1.3 Additional result

The additional result was created late in the process of this thesis work. This was
because the error of applying the offset translations wrongly to the projection
matrix of the temporal methods was discovered late, after the anti-aliasing survey
had been sent out and answered. This section will discuss these new results and
what could have been with the MSE values as a starting point.

The first scene, with correctly applied offsets, to be discussed here is Scene 1, i.e.
the same overview scene used by the survey and the objective evaluation.

In Table 5.17 the MSE values of T2MSAA and ASAA is the only values that have
changed and that is because of the now correctly applied offsets of the projection
matrix. The offsets for ASAA and T2MSAA are the same as before, i.e. 0.25 pixels
in screen space for ASAA in the four different directions to create the sub-pixel
buffers and 0.25 pixels in two different directions every other frame for T2MSAA
(see Figure 4.15).

It can be seen that the correctly applied offsets generated new MSE values indi-
cating that the result for T2MSAA and ASAA is much worse after the change.
They have MSE values high over the case when no anti-aliasing is applied. This
does not necessarily mean that they in fact are worse, but they do not match the
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8xMSAA ground truth image well. By looking at Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.15 it
can be seen that the T2MSAA, and ASAA, are a lot better than no anti-aliasing.
Why they not match the 8xMSAA ground truth well is because of the temporal
supersampling that now is fully working at all view space depths. This lead to
that shading aliasing is reduced for both T2MSAA and ASAA. As stated before,
multisampling does not reduce shading aliasing so even positive changes from
the temporal supersampling of the changed methods will contribute to increase
the MSE values, i.e. those methods will get an unfair MSE value as an effect off
the chosen ground truth.

Other offsets were also tested to see if they could generate an even more visually
pleasing result from the temporal supersampling of T2MSAA. The offsets that
were tested was 0.1875 pixels and 0.125 pixels. The sampling patterns for these
offsets can be found in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, respectively.

Figure 6.1: Sample positions in screen space of T2MSAA due to projection
matrix jittering with 0.1875 pixels.
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Figure 6.2: Sample positions in screen space of T2MSAA due to projection
matrix jittering with 0.125 pixels.

Both these sample patterns have their sample positions in four independent rows
and columns compared to the sample pattern with 0.25 pixels in offset which
have three independent rows and columns.

These new patterns were tested for the same scene as before and the new MSE
values of T2MSAA are found in Table 5.19 and Table 5.18. Note that ASAA not
have been changed.

The MSE values of T2MSAA are much lower for both new sample patterns and
lowest for the screen space offset of 0.125 pixels. By examining the images in
Figure 5.12-5.14 it can be seen that with smaller offsets the geometric aliasing
decreases as shading aliasing increases and vice versa: Larger offsets decreases
shading aliasing but geometric aliasing increases. This fits into the change in
MSE value for the different offsets as well as smaller offset values, up to a degree
of course, lower the MSE value of T2MSAA.

The sampling pattern for T2MSAA with best result for geometric aliasing, the off-
set of 0.125 pixels, have also been tested for a close-up scene with only geometric
aliasing to see how good it actually is compared to the other methods that do not
change the shading aliasing (except ASAA). That scene is called Scene 4.

In Figure 5.16 the fourth scene can be found. The images in this scene are smaller
than in the previous scenes and the images have been cut out from larger screen
shots. The area that has been cut-out is only containing geometric aliasing in form
of two almost horizontal edges. The gray texture is homogeneous so it will not
benefit from supersampling. The upper edge is containing multiple intersecting
edge pixels.
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By looking at the MSE values in Table 5.20 one can see that FXAA and FXAA (CS)
are the best methods, in that order, and this is also true if the images are visually
examined. They are even better than 4xMSAA which by a very small margin
takes the third place followed very closely by T2MSAA. The difference between
the MSE values of those two are just 0.0009. By visually inspecting the images it is
also easy to see that T2MSAA is very similar to 4xMSAA in this case. So T2MSAA
are definitely approaching the quality of 4xMSAA for geometric aliasing.

GBAA is suffering from the problem with handling of multiple intersecting edges
once again and has the highest MSE value if not No AA is included. ASAA is
actually better than 2xMSAA according to the MSE values and this can also be
seen in the images as it has a smoother look of edges, but it has larger steps than
2xMSAA so it is arguable that it is better.

6.2 Method

In this section the method used are discussed and criticized.

The scope of this thesis is the first subject up for discussion. As it turned out,
too much was included in the scope to be able to finish the work on time. At the
beginning the subject anti-aliasing in computer graphics seemed narrow enough
but it turned out that there is a lot of published work on the subject of anti-
aliasing and a lot of variations how methods are implemented. A narrowing of
the scope to just focus on temporal methods was done early in the process.

This helped some, but the creation of the test environment took more time than
expected even if a framework and starting point was provided by the supervisor
at Avalanche studios, Emil Persson. This framework needed to be ported from
DX10 to DX11 which was not foreseen. That ate a big chunk of the time budget
together with the integration of already existing anti-aliasing methods to the test
environment. The code for these methods were provided by Avalanche studios
but they had to be rewritten some to fit into the new application. After all this
work was done the work began with the temporal methods. If this could have
been started right away the work might not have been delayed that much. And
if not as many existing methods had been integrated the implementation part
would have been shorter and even this thesis had been shorter. Now there are too
many different methods to cover and evaluate against for a thesis like this.

One obvious thing to criticize after the discussion of the results is the choice of
having 8xMSAA as the ground truth for the evaluation methods. After analyz-
ing the results it is clear that a supersampled ground truth image should have
been used to give fair results for all methods. Why a supersampled ground truth
was not used was because of time shortage. Almost all other anti-aliasing papers
have a supersampled reference image for evaluation purposes so that was known
before the beginning of the implementation phase. Not much of the focus was
on implementing a good ground truth because the implementation of the tem-
poral methods got all attention. As the temporal methods took more time than
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expected there was simply not enough time to fix the supersampled ground truth
and 8xMSAA was used as a fall-back.

When dealing with the evaluation it is also worth mentioning the objective eval-
uation method of calculating the MSE values. As a MSE calculation squares the
error it favors outliers and that could lead to a misleading result when there is
just some large differences. Despite this, it seems that the method of using MSE
was a good choice as the results correlated quite well with the survey results.

The survey have to be mentioned as well. It was created late in the process of this
thesis work and the time to make it was limited.

At first there was a thought of having just two different methods in every question
for easier comparisons, where T2MSAA should one of the methods. This idea was
put aside since such a design could have led to biased result if the participants
noticed that one of the images was the same every time for the tested scene. This
would definitely have made the decisions easier and faster but it was not simply
worth the risk of getting a biased result.

The next idea was to have all methods of a scene in one question and this would
have made the comparisons to the MSE values more fair. The problem with this is
that it is hard to compare so many images at once, and that would most certainly
have tired the participants and led to a misleading result.

That is why the design of having maximum five images in one question and split
the complete scenes (scene with all methods) over two questions was chosen.
T2MSAA is then included in both questions so that it is compared at least once
to all other methods. In this way a biased result is avoided and the length of one
question is hopefully not too tiring. Some questions were also shorter, with only
two images to compare, to test specific details and to make it easier for the partic-
ipants. The video question at the end was also different and that was a necessary
question for the evaluation plus that it was something else than the rest of the
questions. Hopefully that helped to keep the concentration of the participants.

The way of designing the questions for complete scenes with the above described
method do of course make the comparisons to the MSE values a bit unfair since
not all methods are compared to each other at the same time. This trade off had
to be made to make it easier for the people answering the survey and the results
will at least point in the right direction even if they are not completely scientific.

Some criticism and feed-back was received from participants of the survey. One
person thought that the images in a scene was too similar and that it was hard to
see differences. This is a valid point but hard to do something about since some
methods produce very similar result. One way to avoid this could have been to
have more zoomed in features of image details so that the differences could be
more easily spotted. One drawback with this can be that the person looking at
the images does not really know what to look for as it is hard to relate very pix-
elated images to something real, as realism is something that anti-aliasing meth-
ods help to create. A person that have been working with anti-aliasing and/or
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are very into the subject will not have trouble with this but since the survey was
aimed for all kinds of people it was decided to not have too zoomed details. More
zoomed details might have been better after all, but what was just described was
the reason why it was not in this survey. The combination of overview scenes and
some zoomed in features seemed like a good idea and the result is matching the
MSE values quite well so it have to be considered as a successful choice.

The reliability of the survey results can be considered high if the groups that
answered the survey are considered. Employees of Avalanche studios is the first
group of people that answered the survey and they have more knowledge of the
subject anti-aliasing than the average person, and this is also the case for the other
group which is students of the Computer graphics course at Linköping university.
But the design of the survey could probably have been better and as it turned out
it might have affected the reliability of the answers a bit negatively.

The references this thesis work is built upon is collected from various sources.
From books and scientific papers, homepages and technical blogs, conference
presentations and people in the gaming industry as well as people in the aca-
demic world. Both supervisors involved in this work, Emil Persson at Avalanche
Studios and Jens Ogniewski at Linköping university, and the examiner Ingemar
Ragnemalm at Linköping university have provided information, relevant sources
and general guidance during the duration of this work. Emil Persson is even an
expert in the field of anti-aliasing and the inventor of Phone wire anti-aliasing
and GBAA for example. He have also held numerous presentations on the sub-
ject at the annual SIGGRAPH conference.

In other words, references from many different places and media have been col-
lected from trustworthy sources and used as a base for the theory of this thesis.
Some references that seemed relevant at first have been discarded later in the pro-
cess and others have been added. Special caution have been taken to information
from blogs and homepages by looking up the author behind it. Some blog posts
are used as reference in this thesis and in all cases these blogs are managed by
people working in the gaming industry with computer graphics.

6.3 Conclusions

The conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis work are presented in this
section and it will be a summary of all things that have been discussed and con-
cluded so far together with some additional insights.

Starting with how well the results of the objective evaluation and the subjective
evaluation match, it can be concluded that they do match to some extent. For
example, when the view depth was large both evaluation methods indicated that
T2MSAA did not have a better quality than 2xMSAA and for the reverse case of
small view space depth, T2MSAA was indeed better than 2xMSAA.

On the other hand, when detailed textures were present in a scene the super-
sampling of T2MSAA made the visual quality better but the MSE values indi-
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cated that the quality was much worse than for no anti-aliasing at all. This was
clearly seen when analyzing the additional result with correctly applied offsets
for T2MSAA and ASAA. If only geometric aliasing is present in a scene as in Scene
4 of the additional result, the 8xMSAA ground truth is sufficient, but that is sel-
dom the case. From this it can be concluded that having 8xMSAA as ground truth
is insufficient for the evaluation. The ground truth should have been at least an
eight times supersampled version, i.e. 8xSSAA.

As the results and the evaluation methods are in this thesis it could be concluded
that T2MSAA is approaching the result of 4xMSAA, and 4xSSAA, for just geomet-
ric aliasing at a much lower performance cost and a bit lower memory consump-
tion. What can not be concluded is how well it performs for shading aliasing, as
it was not evaluated how well it stands against SSAA.

The alternative sampling patterns of T2MSAA do give some variations in the re-
sult. The main sampling pattern with 0.25 pixels offset in screen space, and also
the largest offset, seem to give the best visual result for shading aliasing whilst
the smallest offset of 0.125 pixels gives the best result for geometric aliasing. This
last statement can be concluded because the MSE values indicate this in the eval-
uation of Scene 4.

What can be said about ASAA is that it do perform better than 2xMSAA, and
2xSSAA, in some cases for geometric aliasing, but for the same reasons as for
T2MSAA nothing can be concluded about its ability to handle shading aliasing.
Its performance cost is lower than T2MSAA but it does not reach the same quality
as it is implemented at the moment. In theory it should approach, and for static
scenes exceed, the quality of 4xSSAA.

A conclusion about the images and scenes used to evaluate the methods are that
they should have included one of the things to be tested for at a time, that is one
of the following: geometric aliasing, shading aliasing and thin geometry. As it is
now, Scene 2 that evaluates geometric aliasing is almost correct in this sense. It
has just small areas of textures that could have shading aliasing. The additional
Scene 4 is completely correct in this sense. Scene 3 that is evaluating thin geometry
do include the top of the telephone pole which is not thin geometry and the
results of the MSE values and the survey indicate that it should not have been
included. The overview scene, Scene 1, do include all sorts of aliasing, and a lot
of shading aliasing, and is a good overall evaluation. Still, another scene with just
shading aliasing should have been included in the evaluation.

The evaluation of the temporal anti-aliasing is conducted in the survey and by
visual inspection of a video with three sequences showing three different anti-
aliasing methods in action. The methods that are not in the video have also been
tested extensively against each other when running the program. No MSE val-
ues have and could have been calculated for this purpose. From the survey re-
sults and the visual inspection it can be concluded that T2MSAA do suppress
the temporal aliasing a lot, and much better than all other methods included in
the evaluation. Even ASAA do suppress temporal artifacts but since that method
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do not work completely as intended it has other problems that make the overall
impression less convincing.

All in all, the conclusion is that a temporal component of an anti-aliasing method
can indeed help to reduce spatial aliasing, both geometric and spatial, and also
help to preserve thin geometry to some extent and it can definitely help to reduce
temporal aliasing. All this with a smaller performance cost.

6.3.1 Further work

Possible further work of this thesis is presented in this section.

To begin with, the most obvious improvement that is easy to implement is to
correct the offset translations of the projection matrix for T2MSAA and ASAA
in order to get the screen space offsets independent of the view space depth. By
doing this the temporal supersampling will work for all depths. This as already
been done when evaluating the additional result.

By doing this some other problems will follow. One have to correct the motion
vector calculations to use a non-jittered projection matrix, i.e. a projection matrix
without the offsets, in order to get correct motion vectors for reprojection. Then
there will be problems with the dynamic objects reprojection due to the offsets of
the projection matrix that also have to be solved.

Since ASAA does not use motion vectors for reprojection it will not have the prob-
lems with motion vectors as T2MSAA has. But ASAA can not handle dynamic ob-
jects as it is implemented at the moment so there might be a good idea to either
switch to motion vectors or solve the reprojection problem in some other way. For
example with the use of the world matrices.

Another thing that will need some further work is for the cases when reprojec-
tion fails. In newly disoccluded areas ASAA do not have any anti-aliasing and
T2MSAA falls back to its base, 2xMSAA. These areas, especially for ASAA, should
be handled in some way to get anti-aliasing everywhere. One way could be to use
the mask of hits and misses from the method as an input to for example FXAA
(CS). Then FXAA could be applied only in the areas needed at a very low cost.

Alternatively, in applications such as games motion blur is extensively used. The
effect of motion blur could then hide the aliasing in the newly disoccluded areas
by blurring the image.

The sampling patterns, and resolve pass, for T2MSAA can possibly also be im-
proved. Other offsets for the projection matrix can be tested and even rotations
of the projection matrix can be applied, also by post-multiply, to get other sam-
pling positions not possible otherwise. By using rotations the flipquad sampling
scheme can probably be achieved by another resolve pass.

Lastly, to have a reversed 32-bit floating point depth buffer instead of a 24-bit
fixed point reversed depth buffer will increase the precision of the reprojection
and the rejection methods which in turn will increase the overall quality of the
temporal methods.
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Appendix A: Anti-aliasing survey

Here the survey used for subjective evaluation of the anti-aliasing methods is pre-
sented in its original form. This is the actual survey people at Avalanche Studios
and the computer graphics course at Linköping university answered. Note how-
ever that when the web survey was saved to a pdf file the formatting of the text
and the layout changed a bit. Also, the images are not fully representative either
as they are not shown in their original size. When resized, the image content was
interpolated and thus, the real information has been destroyed. So the appended
survey, in this form, is not representative for deciding the quality of the methods
but it shows how the survey is designed and how information and questions are
formulated.

For a test version of the survey please visit https://sv.surveymonkey.com/
r/3WPTHZF, or/and take a look at the survey below.

Note that the last question is a video question and it can of course not be pre-
viewed here. Please visit https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5qmK6rGOo8
to view the video or take the test survey.
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This survey is part of my master thesis in the field of anti-aliasing in computer graphics, which I have
been working with at Avalanche Studios in Stockholm. The thesis is part of my engineering education at
Linköping University and the master programme Signal and Image Processing.

The purpose of this survey is to evaluate the quality of different anti-aliasing methods subjectively, with
respect to spatial aliasing such as jaggies (staircase edges), spatial aliasing of thin geometry and small
details (connectivity of geometry) and temporal aliasing (aliasing changing position between frames,
also known as crawlies).

The survey has two parts. The first consists of image questions where spatial aliasing is evaluated. In
some of these questions you will rank a couple of images by quality, and in some questions you choose
the image with the best quality between two images. The second part of the survey consists of a video
question where temporal aliasing is evaluated.

When determining the quality of an image one should look for smoothness of edges, geometry
connectivity of thin geometry, blurring etc. The overall feel of the image is of course also important.

In total the survey has 10 questions, 9 image questions and one video question. It will take
approximately 5-10 minutes
to answer all questions.

Let’s begin, hit next!

Purpose

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

1. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
Look at details such as edges, windows, phone wires etc, i.e. aliasing prone areas.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a
number or drag and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the
top image will be ranked as number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

2. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
Look at details such as edges, windows, phone wires etc, i.e. aliasing prone areas.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a
number or drag and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the
top image will be ranked as number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

3. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
In this scene, don't forget to look at the quality of all edges, horizontal and vertical.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a
number or drag and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the
top image will be ranked as number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

4. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
In this scene, don't forget to look at the quality of all edges, horizontal and vertical.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a
number or drag and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the
top image will be ranked as number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

5. Which image has the best quality? Here you just choose one of the two images below.*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

6. Which image has the best quality? Here you just choose one of the two images below.*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

7. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
Consider connectivity of geometry when making your choice.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a number or drag
and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the top image will be ranked as
number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

8. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.
Consider connectivity of geometry when making your choice.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a number or drag
and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the top image will be ranked as
number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 5.

*
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Part 1: Spatial aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

9. Rank the images by quality where 1 is the best and 3 is the worst.
Look at details such as edges, windows, phone wires etc.
Also, take a look at all images before you start ranking the images.

How to rank: When ranking you can either use the drop down list next to the image to select a number or drag
and drop the image at a new position. If you choose to rank by drag and drop, the top image will be ranked as
number 1 and the bottom image will be ranked as number 3.

*
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Part 2: Temporal aliasing

Anti-aliasing in computer graphics

10. Which video sequence A, B or C has the best quality? Look for temporal stability, i.e. the
sequence
with least temporal aliasing (aliasing changing position between frames, also known as crawlies)
when you make your choice. Also, make sure to watch the video in full-screen mode in at least
720p
to be able to catch the differences.

*

A

B

C
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B
Appendix B: User guide

This appendix is the user guide for the program created during the thesis work,
the test environment. It involves keyboard controls, how to use the options menu
(GUI) and information about the debug mode.

B.1 Controls

In the two tables below are the controls of the program presented.

Enable/disable anti-aliasing methods
Method: GBAA FXAA FXAA (CS) T2MSAA ASAA 2xMSAA 4xMSAA 8xMSAA
Keyboard key: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Table B.1: Controls for toggeling between enabling and disabling the anti-
aliasing methods (Not keys on num pad.).
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General
Action: Keyboard key:
Toggle info (fps, position, method status etc.) i key
Reset camera position and rotation to start position Enter key
Toggle options menu (GUI) F1 key
Close program Esc key
Steering
Action: Keyboard key:
Ascend Ctrl key
Descend Shift key
Forward w key
Backward s key
Left a key
Right d key
Look around mouse
Screen shots
Action: Keyboard key:
Save .dll sequence of 10 images 9 (Not key on num pad.)
Save .png image F9 key
FXAA enabled
Action: Keyboard key:
Increase sub-pixel sharpness by 0.01 (max 1.0) + key (Plus key on num pad.)
Decrease sub-pixel sharpness by 0.01 (min 0.0) - key (Minus key on num pad.)
FXAA (CS) enabled
Action: Keyboard key:
Toggling between changing contrast threshold/sub-pixel removal * key (Multiply key on num pad.)
Increase contrast threshold/sub-pixel removal by 0.01 (max 1.0) + key (Plus key on num pad.)
Decrease contrast threshold/sub-pixel removal by 0.01 (min 0.0) - key (Minus key on num pad.)
Debug
Action: Keyboard key:
Debug output on/off (Only GBAA, FXAA, FXAA (CS).) / (Divide key on num pad.)

Table B.2: Other controls.

B.2 Graphical user interface

The graphical user interface, or the options menu, is accessed with the F1 key.
Figure B.1 shows what will be shown if the F1 key is pressed.
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Figure B.1: GUI page 1: Options.

As can be seen in Figure B.1, the user can on this page invert the mouse steering,
change mouse sensitivity, configure keyboard keys, configure joystick (not used),
change the resolution, toggle full-screen mode and enable/disable VSync. The
anti-aliasing option here is not used and can not be changed. In the upper left
one can see that the Options page is active, if the Anti-aliasing tab is clicked, the
page in Figure B.2 will be visible instead.
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Figure B.2: GUI page 2: Anti-aliasing.

At this page the user can enable/disable anti-aliasing methods by clicking the
check-boxes. It is the same as using the keyboard controls presented in Table B.1.

B.3 Debug mode

The debug mode/output is only accessible if GBAA, FXAA or FXAA (CS) is en-
abled. Examples of these debug outputs and a short description of what they
show can be found in the Method chapter, Section 4.
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Appendix C: Code

The created and borrowed code that this master thesis project consists of are
presented below. The repositories include all resources needed to build and run
the programs.

C.1 Main program: The test environment

A link to the git repository for the main program can be found below. The pro-
gram is written in C++ and the shaders are written in HLSL. The program has
been created in Visual Studio 2013. After download, the project can be opened
by opening the solution file TAA.sln, located in the folder TAA, in Visual Studio.
Build and run the program to test the different anti-aliasing methods.

Git repository: https://CStejmar@bitbucket.org/CStejmar/temporalaa.
git

C.2 Matlab evaluation program

The code used to calculate the MSE values for the objective evaluation of the
different anti-aliasing methods is written in Matlab. After download, open the
.m file in Matlab and run the code on the desired scenes found in the two image
folders. The first image folder contains the scenes presented in the Result chapter
and the second image folder contains scene images created after changing to the
correct way of applying the projection matrix offsets.

Git repository: https://CStejmar@bitbucket.org/CStejmar/evaluationtaa.
git
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